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PREFACE
As a result of safety and environmental problems, the United States CUII'eIltlylacks the

capacity to produce nuclear warheads - a situation that bas pel'Sisted for more than two years.
Moreover, for the first time since the Manhattan Project, the U.S. bas no immediate plans to
produce additional wameads. Nonetheless, the Department of Energy (DOE) is proposing a
major rebuilding of the nuclear weapons complex.

The current production hiatus provides an excellent opportunity to look beyond DOE's
pro~als and fundamentally review the role of the nuclear arsenal and the vast industrial
complex which created it Many of the most important issues to be addressed concern the
facilities and operations used to produce and manage plutonium - an eX1remelyhazardous and
long-lived element used almost solely for nuclear weapons. A substantial portion of the
nuclear weapons complex bas been devoted to plutonium operations, which have created vast
amounts of waste and contamination. Hence, it is crucial that any review of the complex's
future consider a nmnber of questions regarding plutoDium.

• Is SlUplus plutonium an asset or a liability?
• What plutonimn process~ facilities and operations, if any, will be needed iIi the post-

Cold War era?
.' When and how will existing plutonium. facilities -be decontaminated and

decommissioned? -

1bis report addresses these and. other questions in an effort to stimulate a bfoadet
dialogue before. billions of dollars are spent developing a new generation' of plutonium
facilities, dealing with the existing stockpiles of plutonium and plutonium-bearing materials.
and managing the vast amounts of plutonium-contamjoated waste. The report is divided into
four chapters:

Chapter One reviews cuaent plutonium operations anc1-DOE's plaDs for the future. Also
discussed are the relationship between oational security ~d the need for 8dditioaal
processing. issues linked to the dismaDtIement of nUclear-_warheads. aDd optioDs.for the
current inventory of plutonium and p~beariIis materiaJs. inCluding a brief .
~sion of proposals for the use of plutonium ill commeraa. reactor fuel

Chapter Two briefly explains the prodUction of new plutonium and the types of
plutonium processing.

Chaptet Three desCribes the primary plutonium processing sites, focusing on DOE's
plans to relocate plutonium operations.
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CHAPTER ONE. PLUTONIUM OPERATIONS: AN
UNCERTAIN FUTURE

This chapter provides a history of plutonium operations in the U.S. nuclear weapons
complex and an overview of the Department of Energy's (DOE) plans for the fi#ure of these
operations. Several policy issues are discussed, including: the assessment of plutonium needs.
the impacts of ongoing anns reductions, and DOE's plans for excess plutonium and
plutonium-bearing materials.

A primary responsibility of the nuclear weapons complex is production of the materials
which make up nuclear warheads. Two processes provide the explosive power in nuclear
weapons: fISsion (the splitting of atoms) and fusion (the joining of atoms). The fISsile
materials used in weapons are plUtonium and highly-enriched uranium (HEU); tritium and
deuterium (forms of hydrogen) and lithium are the fusion materials. Each of these materials
can be recycled from old warheads into new ones.

Fusion only occurs at very high temperatures; hence, fusion weapons are often referred
to as "thermonuclear weapons." Early fusion weapons were sometimes called hydrogen bombs
because deuterium and tritium were their principal fuels. By the mid-1950's, the U.S. had
learned to design' thermonuclear weapons using lithium. deuteride; these weapons require less
tritium.

Most modem nuclear weapons rely on both fission and fusion explosions. Chemical
'high-explosives initiate the fission of plutonium and/or lIEU. Tritium is often used to boost
the explosion. thus increasing the "yield" of the weapon. In many warheads, this boosted
explosion trigg~ a fusion reaction in the lithium deuteride. A more comp.ete cfiscussion of
the working of nuclear warheads is contained in chapter two.

HEU and lithium for nuclear warheads were produced in specialized eorichment
facilities until the early 1960's. Deuterium production continued until the closing of the heavy
warerl plant at the Savannah Rivei' Site (SRS) in 1982. Tritium, a gas, was produced in'
reactors at SRS until mic1-1988.Becaus~ of tritium's decay rate (about 5.5% peI"year) DOE
'intends to maintain a tritium production capability wen intO the 21st Centmy.

Plutonium, a metal, was also produced in reactors until 1988. At}er being produced, the
plutonium was chemiollly processed and ~
fabricated into components for nuclear weapons. In the
past. DOE also provided plutonium for use in nuclear
weapons by recycling plutonium components from
warheads retired from the arsenal and by ex1Iacting, or
"recovering." plutonium from a wide variety of
comaminated materiaJs generated daring production processes.

Plutonimn has been produced and processed at the Hanford Resecvation in Washington

Plutonium .Js a key ftssJIe
material In nudear weapons.



State and the Savannah River Site in South Carolina. Colorado's Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) has
had primary responsibility for recycling plutonimn components from retired weapons and
fabricating plutonium components for new weapons. In addition, each of dlese sites has
recovered plutonium from contaminate4 materials.

Warhead design. as well as plutonium-related research and development, is conducted at
dle Los Alamos National Laboratory (lANL) in New Mexico and the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (lLNL) in California. LANL has laboratory-scale facilities to conduct all
types of plutonium operations. Nuclear warheads are assembled, and disassembled after
retirement, at the Pantex Plant near Amarillo, Texas.

_As described below, DOE has no plans ~ continue producing new plutonium and has
o acknowledg~ that most plutbnium recovery ·operations are no longer: necessary fot. national
'. security. A~onaD;y,·th.e ~:S:-oc#rently ~ no' buelear warheads scheduled for production.

As a resUit. I:50E h3k pO ininediatAt plans' for plutonium fabrication .
.However, DOE does ixlteDd to continue chemically processing piutonimn and to

maintain dle.capability to resmne plutonium fabriCation. The Energy Department contends
that - even lacking national security requirements - plutonium should be treated as a valuable
asset. DOE also asswnes that Defense Department plans will require additional production of
nuclear warb~ at some point in dle future.

Plutonium (Pu) was discovered in 1941 by a group of scientists in Berkeley, California.
Soon after its discovery, d1ey recognized that dle isotope Pu-239 woUld be particularly
effective in atomic bombs.2 The plutonium in m~em weapons contains about 93 pcm:ent Po-
239, 6.5 percent Pu-240, and very small quantities of other isotopes (including Pu-241).3

Plutonium is often referred to as one of the most dangerous substances known, and
plutonium operations involve substantial risk. Plutonium must be closely safeguarded to
ensure that it is not diverted to groups or nations desirous of nuclear weapons or nuclear
materials. It must also be stored and handled in a way that prevents a criticality accident - a
spontaneous chain reaction resulting in a large; potentially lethal, energy release. Criticality
~~dents can OCCW' from merely having too.much 'plutoniumin a given area. if the plutonium
is also' ammged ~ a .favorable geometry. Additionally. tine particles of plutonium are
pyCophoric' - dley can ignite spontaneously indle presence of•.air. Larger pieces of plutonium

-metal will t)urn.when heated, and one piece can ignite its neighbor. Plutonium tires are
particularly ·worrisome because dley disperse phnonium particles into the air.

, James C. Wit(.All T1riItgs Nw:lt!D1" (Los Angeles: Sootbem Califexoia Federatioo of Scientists, 1989), p. 15.
8Dd Ricll8rd Rhodes. T1utMQ/ring oftlu! AJomic Bomb (New Ycxic: Simco aDd Scbostcr. 1986). pp. 348-56. Note:
"Isotope" tefers to atoms of tbe same element which have di1femJt numbeB of neultoDs (e.g .• all plutooiom
atoms have 94 protoos, but Pn-239 bas 145 DCUtroos, while Pu-240 bas 146 DCUtrms).
, Iotmenice Nuclear WeapoIIl Scbool (KirtlaDd AFB: Dep&rtment of Deteose, 1975), Glossary, p. 56, U

quOIed in Thcmas B. CocbruJ. et aI., Nuclur "~DaI4book. YollIIfIe II. U.s. Nuclear War}r.eQdProdMcliOll
(Cambridge: Ballinger Publishing Compaoy, 1987), p. 136. He!eafter Nuclur Weopcm DDtabook. Yolume II.



The radiation released from plutonium atoms, called "alpha particles," is the least
penetrating of all radiation types, unable to even penetrate a sheet of paper. But once in the
body - by being ingested, inhaled, or taken in through an open wO\Dld - the emissions from
alpha particles are considered to be several times more harmful than more penetrating types
of radiation (x-, beta-, and gamma-radiation). 'Ibis is because alpha particles release their
energy in a more compact space, with greater potential for damaging surrounding tissue.

If inhaled or ingested, plutonium can be lethal DOE's own documents refer to
plutonium as a "potent cancer producer .••.•DOE-funded
experiments with beagle dogs demonstrate that inhalation
of less than 16 millionths of a gram of Pu-239 oxide
results in an incidence of hmg cancer approaching 100
percent.' Plutonimn has also been shown to cause bone
cancers (particularly osteosarcomas) and leukemia. 6

Ply~nium operations were developed primarily at the Hanford Reservation and the Los
Alamos National Laboratory. During World War U, Hanford produced and processed
plutonium.. The Los Alamos National Laboratory developed plutonium processing techniques
and designed and fabricated the fJSs~on weapons in which the plutonium would be used.

After World War IT, scientists at LANL also developed designs for ••~" fission
weapons and thermonuclear weapons. In 1950, the 'Savannah River Site was selected as the
location for tritium production facilities; plutoniUm processing plants were also built at SRS. ,
The Rocky Flats P1an~ was built during the 1950's to mass produce the plutonium
components, called "pits" and "triggers," for nuclear weapons.

Fueled by the Cold War, the United States. rapidly increased the size of its nuclear
~enal during the 1950's and 1960's - buildin8 as many as 15 nuclear weapons pee day.? SRS
expanded its plutonium operations sigQifir:mtly during this time; this expansion has continued
ever since. The number of nuclear warheads peaked in the 1967 at about 32.500 and declined
to about 21,000 by 1990. Arms control initiatives of the last year could reduce that nmnber to
about 6.300 wadleads by the year 2000.'

During most of the last two decades, as nuclear weapons were removed from the arsenal
they have been replaced by fewer but more modem weapons. This stockpile modernization .
program placed significant pressmes on the aging production facilities. Enviromnental and

. safety. problems 'became iDcIiasingly apparent throughout the complex. The extremely
haZa;rdous properties of pfutonimn focused attention on reJ8ted operations. particularly at the
Rocky Flats Plant which is located near the city of Denver.

Throughout the 1980's, DOE sought to sustain weapoDs production by prolonging the

DOE: Plutonium Is a
"potent caot2r producer."

4 -Fiual EIS fer Roc:ty F1ata Plaut Site- (DOE. Aprill980). OOPJEIS..Q064, Vol. 2, p. G-3-1
, J.P. Parks. -lDbaled Platooium Oxide in [)op. - Pacific Nardrwat L4b0ralCry .4IrIauJl Report for 1985 to 1M

DOE OffiCI! of Energy Rt:.f.-ck. Pan 1. BiQ9Clcal SciCDCCS. February 1986, pp. 3-17.
• NaliOOl1 Reteare:b Cooucil. '1'MJEff- of Ezponre to Low ~ of IoniziIIg RtItiioIiCII: 19110 (WabiDgtoo,

DC NatiOOl1 Academy Ptas. 1980).
1 T.bcmas B. CodnD, et al., Nlldt!/ll" W'e4pOIPII DaI4booIc. Yo/111M1. u.s. MlcJur Forca and CtlpGbililit:.f

(Cambridge: Ballioger PabU.sIJiDgC<UJPU1)'. 1984}, pp. 11·2 &: 15.
I Ibid. aod CdlD Powell (Cbair. Joim Cbiefa of SIaft). traDIlatpt of press lIiefiag. JaDDary 29. 1992, P. 11.



life of existing facilities. But the severity of problems forced the shutdown of one facility
after another, and by late 1989 production bad come to a standstill at most DOE sites.

Concurrently, planning began for the construction of facilities to replace aging weapons
plants throughout the country. In January 1991, DOE outlined several scenarios for rebuilding
production capacity in its Nuclear Weapons Complex Reconfiguration Study.9 The Energy
Department's goal is to create a new generation of nuclear weapons plants - which it refers to
as "Complex-21." Some of the most signiflC8D.tchanges being proposed will affect plutonium
operations.

The United States bas approximately 100 metric
tons of weapon-grade plutonium; most of this is in the
warlleads themselves or stockpiled in a relatively pure
form. 10 The remainder is contained in various types of
scrap, oxide, and processing residue. In the past. DOE
bas recovered plutonium from many such materials for _ "
use in nuclear weapons. Pu-239 bas a half-life of "about24,300 years. C~~.the'
plutonium stockpile will decay by only about tbrce percent in the next· 1~OOOyears .

. In 1990, DOE decided to forego future production of new plutonium and soon thereafter
acknowledged that plutonimn recovery from most existing material is unnecessary for national
security as w~ll. In January 1~2. the Department announced that fabrication of plutonium
weapon components was being suspended. If nuclear wadlead production resumes, plutonium
will'be provided by recycling and/or re-using plutoniUm components from existing wameads.

, These decisions were bas~ on an assessment of need.

The plutonium stockpile
will. decay by only about.·
3% in the next l,oooy~

The need for plutonium is determined by projections set for1h in the Nuclear Weapons
Stockpile Memorandum. Periodically, the Energy and Defeuse Departments submit a revised
Stockpile Memo through the National Security Council to the President Upon ~iving the
President's signature, this document becomes a worlc order for DOE, estimating the types and
numbers of weapOns to be manufactmed ~d maintained ovez-1be next fifteen years, and
consequently how much plutonimn and other materials DOE needs to supply. The Stockpile.
Memo is top secret, as are the caJcu1ations and assumptions on which it is based.

However, 1h~ are numez-ouspublic indications of plutonium requirements. In 1988
~ony before a House Appropriations Subcommittee, 1hen-Secretary of Energy John
HertingtQn observed 1bat, 'We're awash in plutonium. We have more plutonium than ,we
need. ••11 'In ,1989, the National ReseaICh Council (an arm of the National Academy of
Sciences) also acknowledged the plutonimn smplus:

p NudeilT WU1pOI'ISCompla ReunfiglD'ation Study (Wasbingtoo, DC: DOE, January 1991). OOFJDP.(X£3.
Hereafter Reunjiguration SIudy.

10 Nucleor Weopms DatabooIc. Yolume 11. pp. 74-5.
II Joim HmiDgtoo (DOE Seaetary), HAC Subcommittee OIl 1Dterlor aDd Related Agencies. FebnJaty 23, 1988.



The national stockpile contains several tells of thousands of nuclear weapons.The
plutonium in these devices. plus that in the supply chain. is obviously sufficient to supply
a nuclear deterrent of the existing size or even greatc:r.12

But it was not \mill March 1990 that DOE announced a shift away from the production
of new plutonium., stating:

Current plutonium rcquiremcnts can now be met totally through recycle of material from
retired weapons and recovery from aCCUIDl1atedresidues; therefore, DO reactor production
of plutonium has been planned for the foreseeable future.13

Less than a year later. DOE reassessed its need for plutonium and began examining four
stockpile sizes - representing reductions of 30 to 85 percent from 1990 levels - which "bo\md
the reasonable range of possibilities" for planning the future of the nuclear weapons
complex.14 This reassessment confirmed DOE's earlier statement and went one step further:

...no additioDAlreactor production of plutonium will be required. For all ~ile cases,
plutonium requireII:mts are reduced sufficiently to be satisfied by plutoilium [recycled]
from retired weapons alone....COnscquc:ntly.all residues. wastes. and plutonium oxide
CUI'I'eD1lyexisting. or produced from future operations, do not nced to be leprocesscd [to
recover the plutonium] for weapons production."

Thus, DOE cancelled future production of new plutonium and acknowledged that m05t
plutonimn recovery opezations were unnecessary to supply national security requirements. In
early 1991, DOE still intended to recycle plutonium components from existing warheads for
re-fabrication into components for new weapons and was planning to continue operating many
of its plutonium facilities. .

Since early 1991, the nuclear arseDal bas been cut dramatically. An analysis of the
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty and additional cu1S announced by President Bush on
September 27, 1991 and in his January 28, 1992 State of the Union address shows the nuclear
axsenal dropping from 19,420 to 12,245 active wad1eads by late 1992, and then to 6,300
active warheads in the year 2000.16 Thus, the,nuclear arsenal is being reduced by more than
35 percent in less 1tian two years aDd is expected to fall by two-thirds before tile end of the
decade. As explained below. widl DOE's CUITeIltdismantlement capacity it will take until the
end of the decade to fully retire weapons being removed from the arsenal.

AS part of his latest cues. President Bush cancelled additional cons1rUction of a new
warhead, the W88, for the Trident IT missile.17 As Energy Secretary Watkins noted. "This

12 '17u4Nllcietl1" wetIpCIU Compla: Jit1lU1gmwntfor H«I1IJI. Safety and 1M ~ (WasbiDgtoa: NaJiooal
Academy Pless, 1989). p. 84. HeIeafter '17u4Nud ••. WellpOIU Complex.

1J RidJBrd SlBrosfedd (DOl! ActiDg Dep. A8It. Sec.. Nodear Matedals), HAC. FY91 EWDA. Pt. 6. P. 1129.
•4 R«:cn/igwtJliOll SGIdy. pp. 48-9.
" Ibid.. pp. 6S & 159.
11 ADalysia IRPBJed by NRDC. Ocaober 1991 IDdFelnaly 1992-
17 James D. Watkins (DOl! Seaetary). tramaipt of press bdeftng. Janoary 29. 1992. pp. 11-9.



means that for the first time since the beginning of
1be Cold War the United States will not have a
nuclear warhead in production. "II

Still. many observers are calling for even deeper
cuts. For example, the NatiODalAcademy of Sciences
recently concluded that it seems "reasonable" that
multilateral agreements could reduce U.S. strategic
forces to 1,()()()"2,OOO nuclear warheads.!t At least one Member of Congress is calling for "a
step-by-step plan to reduce our nuclear arsenal, with the ultimate goal of complete [global]
elimination of nuclear weapons. ,,21)

The swiftness and degree of cuts raise many questions about DOE's plans. Possibilities
for deeper cuts create doubts about the huge inves1ments in infrastructure needed to rebuild
the nuclear weapons compla. The rapid rate at which weapons are being retired from the
arsenal places significant new pressures on a system geared more to build nuclear weapons
than to disassemble them. And regardless of the arsenal size, safety and environmental
problems caused by past nuclear weapons productiOn will pose hazards to worters and the
p~lic for many decades.

For the first time since tbe
beginning of the Cold War the
U.s. wm not have a nudear
warhead In production.

When DOE released its Reconfiguration Study in February 1991, the"Depattme:nt
assumed that as weapons Wtft retired, some number of new weapons would be brought into
the arsenal as replacements. Plutonium for 1hese new weapons would be provided by
recycling plutonium components from older weapons. This recycling has been a key element
of opentions in the nuclear weapons complex since the 1950's.

In recycling, first the plutonium cOmponents are removed from warheads during
disassembly. The plutonium. is then chemQ1ly processed. This processing prepares 1be
plutoniwn for re-fabrication and removes contaminants. The primary contaminant of concern
is americium which is aeated by the decay of Pu-241,which bas a half-life of 14.3 years.
Americium emits a very peneu-ating form of radiation, called "gamma radiation," necessitating
heavier shielding than would be required if worting with theplutoniwn alone.

After processing, the plutonium metal is ~fabricated, or ~shaped, accOJ'dingto 1be
specifications of the new warllead's design. Most w.ad1eaddesigns have required customized
components. Howeyer;such customizati~n is not n~ary, and DOE is now exploring

.. . standardized designs.21The process of recycling and re-fabricating plutonium. compoDE2lts
"tenerateS' signjticaDt·~o~ts of waste and exposes wolken to radiation. ,,22 .

•1James D. Watkins. pepued tcslimmy. HoOse Cammlttee OIl Energy aDd C<lIDOlCICC. Subcanmiuee OIl
Eoergy UJd Power. February 25.1994 p. 15. .

I~ -ne Putme of tbe U.S.-Sov1et Nuclear Re1atioosblp· (WubiDgtoo. OC: Natiooal Academy PIela, 1991). p. 3.
:JO HOD. Pete Stalk. leiter to Hao. Les AsJ:in, Feb'uaty 14, 1992, p. 6.
~I R~otiCl'l Study. pp. 1~10.
n 1. Tyler. 'The W89 Warhead De1lelopmeot Program,. P&m 4; Tecl!IKioc Renew. July-August 1991. p. 7.



In addition to changes in plutonimn operations., DOE's Reconfiguration Study details
proposals to relocate the Pantex Plant and/or the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, eliminate
duplication among national laboratories. transfer production of some non-nuclear
components to private industry, consolidate the remaining no~-nuclear component
production at a central DOE facility, and other actions. In November 1991. DOE
announced that provisions for new tritium production capacity would be considered along
with other elements of the reconfiguration proposal

Prior to malting a final decision on any of these actions, DOE must complete a
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement Preparation of the Recontiguration PElS
began in February 1991. The current schedule calls .for completion of the Draft
Reconfiguration PElS late in 1992. followed by a series of public hearings to solicit
comments on the Draft. A fmal decision on the Reconfiguration PElS could be made in
mid to late 1993. .

Decisions regarding the management of wastes from past and future nuclear
weapons production activities are being considered in an Environmen~ Restoration and
Waste Management PES. Public hearings on a draft of this PES are expected in early
1993, with the PES being finalized early in 1994.

Following completion of the PES process, DOE will begin implementing
components of its proposal This will involve developing detailed designs, performing
additional environmental analyses (inclUding additional BIS's), requesting funds from
Congress, and constructing and operating new facilities. DOE expects to complete the
reconfiguration by 2015; cleanup and waste management activities will continue wen
beyond that date..

In the past, recycling and fabrication have been the responsibility of the Rocky Flats
Plant. However, Rocky Flats has experieDced numerous safety and environmental problems.
Operations at RFP have been stopped siDee November 1989 pending resolution of these
problems. AdditioDally. for nearly two decades pressure has' been mounting to relocate Rocky
Flats' OperaUoDSaway from the Denver metropolitan area (see chapter three).

DOE and the Congress are now ~ to ending plutonimn processing at Rocky
Flats. PIaDs have already been made (or~··tempoi-ary transfer of some respousibiJities. If the
need arises. SRS is slated to take over .the recycling of plutonium from'retired wad1eads.:ZSAs
described in cbaptas two and three, the Los Alamos National Laboratory bas the capability to
perform all of Rocky Flats' fuDctions, though on a smallec scale. Howevec. there is resis1ance
within DOE to the notion of depeadiDg on a Jaboratory for production opentioDs.

Ultimately, DOE intends to complete the relocation of Rocky Flats' operations by
coostructiDg a new chemical processing plant and plutonium metal foundly at anothec site.



FIVe candidate sites are being coosid&ed; SRS, Hanford, PInta, the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL), aDd the Oak Ridge Reservation in Tennessee.

DOE expects the new facilities could COD1aintwo million square feet of manufacturing,
chemical processing, and support operations. Approximately 65 percent of this area would
contain plutonium in various forms.'" CODStruction, at a cost of at least $3 billion, could take
eight or more years, and DOE estimates operations could employ up to 5,400 scientists,
engineers, technicians, and administrative staff.l'

Meanwhile, scientists at the LawreDCeLivermore National Laboratory are pursuing an
option which would allow retired pits to be reused in new weapon designs without first being
chemically processed or re-fabricated. Research into pit reuse was prompted by the 1989
shutdown of the plutonium foundry at Rocky Flats. This effort:

...includes a pota1tial1y revolutionary new pri.mIIry design [i.e., the warhead ooxqx:ment
containing the plutonium] which reuses the pits from stockpile weapons which are being
mired. This approadl eliniDates the need for plutonium prooc:ssingand manufacture and
generates DOPu waste....Bxtenaive reuse of major nuclear ootqXmellts from retired
weapaDS could profoundly affect the design and size of the future nuclear weapons
oonpla.lII

; In 1991, a nuclear test was conducted which "clearly demonstrated that this idea could
work," and mOreotes1S are scheduled to explore the feasibility of pit reuse. 'D.Research into this
possibility is cuaently focused. on two major weapon systems - the Short-Range Attack
Missile and tile Tr:ideat n. llNL clearly feels this approach has broader applications.

DOE is also exploring o1b.erconcepts which could signifiQmtly impact future plutonium
operations. One option calls for 1b.edevelopment of warhead designs "based on plutonium
cast to final shape [which] may elimiDate or signiticailtJy reduce the waste that results from
plutoniuin-machining processes. ",21 Ano1b.eroption would use technology developed in the
mid-1980's for a Special Isotope Separation plant The plant Was cancelled in 1990, but DOE
scientists believe it could be modified to handle plutonium recycling and fabrication. 29 .

Before finalizing its relocation plans, DOE must complete an Environmental Impact
Statement (ElS). Under the National Environmental Policy Act, any fedenl .Seney proposing
an action which may SignifICantlyaffect the quality of the human environment must analyze
the impacts of and altema1ives to i1s proposed action .

.Several FlS's are CUI'I'Pntlyunderway concerning DOE proposals, including a - --
Programmatic ElS (pElS) :on 1b.eDep8nments long-~ plans for reconfiguration of the

)t -lmitatioo f~ Site Propasala f~ the Nodear Weapoos CClIDIiexRec:oafiguratioo Site- (Wubiugtoo. DC:
DOE. Pebroaty 1991). p. A-13. ~ -JmiWlon fer Site Proposals.-
25 Ibid, p. A-8.
111 Jdm H. Nactclls ~,llNL), HASC. DOE 0e1ierDeNuclear Fadlities Paml. Mardl21. 1991, P. 8.
2'1 Joim H. NockoIl8, -rbe State of the LabcnkXy,- Pam "Teclp::ioev Rmew. JDly-Auguat 1991, p. 2.
» K.D. McKinley, -Nuclear Weapom Production Compex of the PobR, - Jaq;y cl Tecl!Do1ogy Renew, JDly-

August 1991. P. II.
» 1- Gray, -PlDtClDium Processing TeCbDology fer CcmPex 21.· Pocuv A TcrJmglOU Rcyiew, July-August
1991, pp. 34-5.



entire complex. The Recontiguratioll PElS covers issues associated with future facilities for
nuclear weapons research. testing. and production - iDcluding the Rocky Flats relocation
effort. Another PElS is examining complex-wide plans for environmental restoration and
waste management DOE agreed to prepare both PElS's in the wake of litigation brought by
21 citizen organizations, including ERF and led by NRDC.

A sbrinking nuclear arsenal demands that DOE safely dismantle thousands of Iluclear
weapons. The RecDnfiguration Study devotes less tJ1anone page to a discussion of
dismantlement. stating that retilement rates "may be significant when compared with DOE's
current throughput" and that retirement schedules "may not coincide with DOE requirements
and capabilities for weapons retirement processing. "30

Capaci~

As a result of DOE's capacity limitations,
nuclear warheads are being returned to Defense
Department sites where they are held prior to
disassembly at DOE's Pantex Plant DOE recently
increased Pantex's dismantlement cap;ICityto '
2.000 warheads per year (see table).J! Still the
Department expedS it will 1ake until the end of
the decade to complete the dismantlement of
those warheads scheduled for retirement as of
January 1992.J1

Once a warhead is disassembled, its DOIl-

nuclear compooenCS are desUoyed. except for
those pans which have potential for reuse.
Tri1ium is returned to the ~vaDDah Rivei' Site for
.recycUng b8ck into the remammg stockpile. .
Higbly-enriched uranium componems are shipped
to- the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant for processing or
storage. J3 As for plutonium componen1s, the
RecDnfiguration Study CODCIuded:

. 'DOE Nuclear
Warhead Dismantlement

Eat # oC Warheads
~'. DIsmantled

1987 280

1988 562

1989 830

1990 967

1991 1,573

1992 Q 1.800·

1993 2,000·

" RecarjigIII'Q/iaa StsMiy,p. 161.
" JIIDe8 D. Watkios. Jetter to SCoakXCad I.eYbl, Felnary 24. 1992, eot'10181'e. P. I.
n JlIIDeS D. WI&kfm. tlaDlCdpt oflRSl bdelag, J8DIIIrY 29. 1992, Po 29.
" JlIIDeS D. WalkiDI.letter to seoat« Cad LeYbl,February 24, 1992, eoclOlIR. Po 2.



probably the JIJJSt C06l-effective course of ae:tion. •••Sinc:e the nuclear cotqX>ncnts are sImll
and do not have any explosive parts. storage requircn:mts and restrictions are smill in
co~ with those for storing coIq>lete warheads. A single DOE storage facility.
preferably localed at the weapon disasseIIi>ly site, should be sufficient to serve all DOE
intc:rim requirements for fissile con:ponents. 34

Retirements announced as of January 1992 could generate ovec 66.000 kilograms (about
145.000 pounds) of plutonium. ~ DOE plans to store this plutonium at Pmtex, in "igloos"
origiDaUy designed to contain accidental blasts from gunpow~. until more permanent plans
can be developed. 'CI The Energy Department is also preparing facilities at the Savannah River
Site to store phnonium metal. possibly including components from retired warheads.~

To increase the safety of storing these plutonium compooents, it is possible to fill the
components with a neutron abs~. such as boron. This wouJd reduce the chance of a
criticality accident - which could ~ cansed by storing too many plutonium components in
close proximity - and reduce 1be total amount of storage space needed. Futthec. if the boron
were mixed with an epoxy. reusing the plutonium could not be accomplished without
additional processing."

A more elaborate possibility involves placing the plutonium components in prefabricated
alUIpinum tubes and mildly 8rushing the tubes to rendec the components unusable if
recqrered. The components could then be surrounded with a mix1ure of, perl1aps. cast iron
and:oo,ax (a neutron absorber), and the tube enclosed in reinforced concrete. The resulting
"logs" could be handled and "staCked as close. as one would like. immersed in watel'." without
eny possibility of a criticality accident 39

President Bush's recent announcements are lmi1atera1and lack the formality of a
negotiated treaty. While Russia is reciprocating with cuts of its own., no mechanisms are in
place for verifying the storage or elimination of warhead components. 1bis bas some arms
control ex~ concemed that nuclear weapons marerials in the now independent republics of
the formec Soviet Union may not be appropriately acx:oun~ for or adequately protected from
prolifecation. Some experts are also concemed 1bat the U.S. may be foregoing an opportunity. ..

". Recarjiguration SAtdy; pp. 161-2.
~ ADalysis JRpmd bJ NlU>C. Felnaty 1992. ISWD"'$ 4.5 kilOgrams of JiutoDlum per wadlcad.
M Keitb Scbocidet,"Nuclear J)isamwrneQt Raises Fear OIl Sttnae of 7rigm',· New YsU Times. February 26,

1992, p. AS. _
J7 -F.IMroomeDtal' AallC'llDtd, StoraF of PluteDium Melal in Bailclng 247·F Vult- (OOE-SR, Marcb 1992),

OOBlEA4J97, Draft.
• -Report OIl the lbird Iotematiooal WOIbbop 00 Vcri1ied Starqe aDd Dest:roetioo of Nuclear WadJe8ds held

in MOlICCIW and Kiev, I:leammer H~20, 1991- (a~ CramNRDC). Po 32. Heta&:r PASINRDC RepM.
" R.L. Garwin (IBM Reaearcb Diuoo),letter by fax to 1laoas Coc:Ino (NROC), February 26, 1992, as

quoted iD -Report 00 lbe Poartb 1DtaDati0Dll WcD:Ibop 00 Nadear WIIbead E1ini •• doo aDd N~OD
held in WasbiDgtoo, D.C., Pebmaly 26-'Z7, 1992- <avaDalie from NRDC), pp. 9-10.



It is pnzzling that the [Bush] administration would shy away from rigorous inspection
measures for the storage and elimination of warheads at the ve:r:yImment when the need
and opportunity for such measures is greatest. In the currc:ot fluid political climate, a U.S.-
Soviet inspection regilM could lay the groundwork for a universal nuclear inspection
regime under the U.N. Security COuncil....A universal. effective verification system could
make it possible for the nuclear powen to slash their arsenals to a few hundred weapons
each. But SO~ elem:nts of the administration are apparently trying to preserve U.S.
freedom of action with respect to nuclear Imterials and warhead production facilities.40

Officials of the former Soviet Union cite U.S. willingness to participate in verification
measures as a "precondition for further progress in this field ••4. Failure to implement
verification measures may mean that ••nations that now have, or may acquire, nuclear weapons
may lack the confidence to reduce and ultimately eliminate their nuclear weapons, because
they will lack convincing, objective evidence that the U.S. and former Soviet weapons have
been similarly re4uced or eliminated. ••42

Options for Surplus Plutonium

The U.S. has not develQped long-term. plans for the large stockpile of plutonium. being
created by disarmament actions. It appears that prior to settling on a course of action a
,fundamental question must be answered - is plutoIiium an asset or a liab~? The anSwer to
this question will subs1anti:allYguide decisions about what ~ing the plutonium will
eventually undergo, the types of facilities (handling, storage, processing, etc.) which will be
needed, costs, and many other issues.

An official at the Lawreuce Livermore National Laboratory descn'bed the long-term
options for plutonium, as well as bigbly-enriched uranium, in a November 1991 paper:

Most coimmn ideas on disposition include CODVerongtIssUe Imterial [i.e.. Pu aod HEU]
from Iedred warheads to reactor fuel, or disposing of it as a form of nuclear waste. The
Jatiao sometimes include(s]· a provision to dilute or ~ the i:DlW:rials'to make their ~
in a weapon inlx-ible or at least 18 difficult 18 obtaining Virgin material. .

Disposal as waste would appear to be unaccrptable. Not only bas a strategy for the
di.sposal of nuclear Waste not bca1 iJ:q)lernmted, but in the futu.rc, SO~ innovative uses
for plutonium and highly emiched uranium, including, but not limited to. advanced (safer,

40 Qr1stqDr Paioe and Tbamu B. Cocbam. ·So UU1e TIme, So Many Weapom. So Mach To Do. • 11m
BgUeJin of tbc Alae Ssieplbts, J8DD8I)'lFelnary 1992, P. IS.
41 PASINROC Report. p. 31.
4 Ibid



DOE's present leadership apparently concurs with this cooclusion. As Energy Secretary
Watkins has said:

At some poinL ..it will be decided whether or not [plutonium] is a source of energy ....So
the best thing to do, in my opinion, is to take those pits [i.e., plutonium COJll)Olle:nts] and
store them and leave them there until such tUDe....as we decide whether these are an asset
or a liability. rm not sure yet. Ibelieve they're a potential asset if we mmage our world
nuclear situation properly ....we aight decide one day plutonium is good. .•.•

Currently. the U.S. commercial nuclear power industry does not use plutonium in reactor
fuel, nor do they plan to begin using it The possibility was considered throughout the 1970's
but was abandoned in ~979. However, DOE has recently resumed studying the issue, and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission is reviewing policies in 1his regard. H used, the plutonium,
as an oxide, would be mixed with uranium oxide to form what is known as mixed oxide fueL

DOE and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission are also exploring the use of higbly-
enrk:hed uranimn from retired wameads in commetcial reactor fueL This report does not
address issues ass·ociated with HEU's use in detail. However, it is important to note that using
lIEU in commercw. reactors could be implelllented quicker and Cheaper than the use of
plutonium. Moreover, as noted below there is cwrently "no shortage" of commerdal reactor
fueL Adding as much as 500 mettic tons of HEU (the approximate U.S. stOctpile~ to the
uranium market would'eJiminate.anyneed for using plutonimn in commeccial fuel for the •.
foreseeable future.

~ recent DOE study on possible uses of plutonium from retired weapons concluded that
converting commercial reactors m mixed oxide fuel would take "at least five years to be
implemented on a large scale" and then 17 large commen:ial reactors could "retire" about five
metric tons of plutonium per year.4C5

Some observers questiOn the economic value of such an approach:

[Th.e].ecionomic m>tiv~ to convert [nuclear weapons] IDIlerialImo COlDLOlel~ nuclear
fuel are weak for a ~ of reasons. With the stagnapt swus of the nuclear powet .
industIy, there iJ no shortage of fuel, and the uranium rDpjng andurani1im emidurcnt
industries are undcrut.ili2ed. In addition, only a few percal1 of the cost .of electricity from .
nuclear·power' plants derives from the cost of fissionable umierial;·the bulk of th~ costs .
CO~ from the very high capital coSts and the time neCessary to bring it plant on line.

~ W.G. Sutcliffe, -W~ aod Pissae MaIaials: Oedarad.om aDd C()ODtfng- (U.NL. N~ S, 1991),
prepered p8pCt for !be IEEE 1991 Nucleat Science Symposium aDd Meclcal1maglng Coofe1eoce, UCRL·JC·
1(lW73, crS-27-91. p. 7.
•.•James D. WaIkiDs, tmosaipt oflRSS c:aofi=oce, December 16, 1991, p. N-I-7 #2.
~ NIId#JQl" WtuIpOIU DQf4boo/c, Yolll1M II.P. 75.
~ C.H. Blocmster. et al, -Opdom aDd RegoIatcxy Issues Related to Oispc:8itioo of Piaaile Maleda1s from Arms

Redudioo- (Ridlland, WA:. Pacific Northwest Laboratexy, Decemher 1990). PNL-SA-I8728, pp. 1 II: 16.
Hcm:atter Bloamster. 1990.



Thus, the primary IIDtive for conversion of 'ftIPOn-grade fissionable material to
coIIllDCtCialfuel is arms control, not econonics. ~

It is important to note that the statement above makes no mention of the environmental and
pUblic health impacts associated w.ithuranium mining and enrichment.

The arms control value of using plutonium in commercial reactors relies on the
difficulty of recovering weapon-grade plutonium from the mixed oxide fuel However, prior
to irradiation in a reactor, plutonium recovery could be accomplished in less than a year using
established processes and existing facilities. Thus, careful safeguarding of the fuel would be
necessary; safeguards would increase the costs associated with the use of plutonium in fuel
After irradiation, recovery would become more difficult (though still technically possible)
because of high radiation levels in the fuel and the high content of Pu-240 which could make
the recovered plutonium poorly suited for use in weapons ..••

Some observers have suggested that any arms control benefits produced by the use of
mixed oxide fuel would be off-set by proliferation concerns:

The existence of weapons-grade mnerials for ~ purposes provides a rationale for all
•. the international '~ad actors," such as Iraq and North Korea, to develop 'their own

capability to produce these rmterials. Even if their facilities were under safeguards, these
countries could still legally acquire large stocb of weapons-grade nuclear materials, which
they could then in a matter of IIXlnths, between [International Atomic Energy Agency]
inspections, divert to weapons ,pUI'pC*S." ,

Whether or not the U.S. pursues the use of mixed oxide fuel, long-tenn plans to store or
dispose of plutonium must be developed Amooa the options which have been considered are:
placement in a monitored and secured storage facility, disposal in a permanent repository
(underground., under the seabed, etc.), detonation in undergromd nuclear explosions,
transmutation, or conv~ion, into radionuclides with shorter half-lives, and sending the
p.lutonium into space. '0 Prior to pennanent ~, observers have recommended diluting the
plutonium with other radioactive elem~, mixiDg the plutonium with waste scheduled for
glassification, and other steps to mak~ the plutonium difficuIt"to recover. An options face
serious poli1ical,economic, and/or technical hurdles. At.the very least. tbese obstacles would .
delay implementation for a number of years.

A ~onitored and.secured storage facility bas been,suggested to· "provide interim storage
until other more permanent solutions can be implemen~ " The two primary criticisnis of
such a tacility as a pennanent solution are cost IDd the ease with which plutoniwn could be
removed and placed back into weapons. However, it has also been noted that storage is .

• 7 Spurgeoo M. Keeoy. Jt aod Wdfgang K.H. Pmofaky. -CooIroIliog Nodear Wameads aod Materials: S.
Toward a C<:mprebeosiYe Rc~" Agm Cgotrol Today.1IDaaryJFebnJary 1992, P. 6.
•• Bloomster. 1990. p. 19.
•• Hoo. Pete Stalk, letter to Hoo. I..es AspiD, Fetluary 14.1992, p. S.
50 Bl00mster. 1990. p. 1 &: AppeDdlx A. aod Arjoo Makbljld. -Opcioos far Plotooi.mn frail DismantJed Nudear

Weapom: Sdepce f(l'Democratic Actl.op, WiDter 1992, pp. 1-4.



"probably the most benign [option] from the standpoint of safety and environmental risk.dl

Until one or more of the options described above is implemented, phnonimn components
from retired weapons will continue to be stored at the Pantex Plant, and perhaps at other DOE
facilities.

Producing new plutonium is a costly process. Consequently. DOE bas historically
recovered and recycled plutonium from a wide variety of materials for use in weapons (see
chapter two). While the U.S. was maintaining a large nuclear arsenal, it was assumed that
plutonimn recovered from these materials (scrap. oxide. and residue) would be needed.

As discussed above, plutonium requirements have changed drastically, but DOE
continues to view plutonium as a valuable resource. As with
plutoniwn from d.i.sm8ntledwarheads, the Department is
considering potential us~ for the plutonimn contained in its
existing inventory of plutoriium-bearing materials.

However, the costs and complexities of recovering
pli,rtoniwn from materials with high levels of impurity and/Or
lo'w quantities of plutonium differ greatly from the costs and ,.
'Complexities associated with recycling plutonium components from retired warheads (see
chapter two for more details). Thus, the economiC argument for continuing plutonium
recovery in·support of possible future commercial use is weaker than ,that for ~ warhead
components. Moreover, as explained above, there is no need to use plutonium. in commercial
reactor fuel anyway. .

The basis for determining when to recover plutonium from what materials varies from
site to site. The one complex-wide policy in this regard is a formula which establishes
economic discard 1imi1s(EDL). As originally written, these EDL's suggested when to treat
plutoniwn-bearing materials as w~ (ie., when not to recover the plutonium) by comparing
the cost of reactor production to the cost of recovery operations. In .response to past problems
with the use of EDL's and the discontinuation of reactor. production, DOE is cummt1y

..Updating the fQ1'D1uJa.

DOE views plutontum-
bearing m~ertals as a
valuable resource.

In 1976, DOE's predecessor. the Energy Research and Development Administration,
issued a policy on the use of economic discard limits for plutonium recovery. DOE's Office .
of Inspector General described the EDL fonnuJa in a 1988 report:



rates, processing ~ waste disposal and other costs associated with reclaiming plutonium
from existing saap material. The denominator is 1be cost of producing new pfutonium and
is provided by DepartImnt Headquarters. The.forrpa1A.~ the_~ to recoVc;l' one
gram of plutonium from one kilogram of scrapv~ the ~ ~t-~Uig one new gram
of plutonium. IT the cost to recover is less'~' _ Cost to produ,ce new, the sati}?' is held
for plutonium recove:ry. Conversely, if the cost to produce new is less'ihan the cost to
recover. the scrap is prepared for uItimue burial • Waste.'2

Recovery costs vary widely depending on the capability and capacity of individual facilities
and the nature of the feedstock.

The Inspector Genetal report concluded that EDL's were being used improperly
throughout the complex. ped1aps resulting in sites ctisposing of "considerable" quantities of
plutonium-bearing material which should have been considered economically recoverable.»
Problems arose from the fact that the four plUtonium processing sites - Rocky Flats, Los
Alamos, Hanford, and the Savannah River Site - failed to update their costs of plutonium.
processing or even to consistently apply the EDL policy.

Additionally, DOE Headquarters had not updated the cost of reactor production since the
EDL policy was originally issued. When Headquarters finally revised the cost estimate in
1986. the memorandum announcing the change "did not clearly describe the EDL policy and
was vaguely written in a non-directive tone."54Apparently due to the memorandum's lack of
clarity, the ~ted guidance was not acted upon by contractors and DOE field offices.

DOE responded to the Inspector Genetal report by indicating its ~tention to update the
EDL policy and better ensure the consistent application of EDL's. However. as explained
earliec the Department has since determined that national security needs no longer justify
reactor production of plutonium or plutoDium recovecy from most sources.

According to an SRS official, DOE intends to replace the EDL policy with one
establishing Plutonium Discard Limits sometime in 1992. The new discard limits will still be
based on an economic formula. but the new formula will compare the cost of recovery to that
of stabilization and S!Oragewithout recovery. It is expected that the new formuJa will
generally lead to a decis~ to process materials coataining greater than 7% plutonium."

Continuing Recovery

DOE has presented at least three arguments for continuing recovery operations despite
the lack of anynationat security requirement to do so. The first two are consistent with the
Departments view of plutonium from retired warbe8ds; the third at least begins to address the
need to reduce the number of operating facilities in the nuclear weapons complex.

'Z -Repcxt 00 Bcooomic Discard Umirs fer Plutooiom Recow:ry- (DOE Of&c:e of I:ospec:ta General, February
1988), DOBlIG-0250. Po2
SJ Ibid. p. 6.
,. Ibid. P. 3.
~ I.G. McK1'bbin (Mgr., Sopuadoos OpeIatioos. WSRq. iDIetYiew witb BdaD Costlier (ERF). Apdl8, 1992.



First, DOE suggests continuing rec,overy operations to stockpile plutonium as a valuable
resource. For example, according to the Department's proposal for Rocky Flats, wbicb has a
large backlog of plutonium-bearing materials:

...plutonium-bearing materials would be turned into storable plutonium oxide with
radioactive mixed and unmixed waste as by-products. The plutonium oxide would be
placed in retrievable storage at a facility yet to be determined. Retrievable storage is
suggested to support the country's investment in plutonium, which could conceivably be
required in the future for weapons or powci generation."

Processing techniques to rec,over plutoniwn oxide for storage are essentially the same as
techniques to recover phttonium metal for use in weapons (see Chapter two). Indeed, DOE is
proposing to conduct these operations in facilities buih or planned for weapons work.
However, as explained in chapter three, existing facilities designed for recovery operations are .
plagued by safety and environmental problems and are becoming increasingly expensive to
operate. New facilities will cost billions of doUars, offsetting the potential economic return
from commercial use of the recovered plutonium. Additionally, storage of plutonium oxide
w9uld req\lire essentially the same safeguards, monitoring, and other controls as storage of
retired· warlleadcomponents - as well as the same costs.

" Second, officials contend that t:eC0veryoperations could reduce the volume of material
treated as traDsuranic waste.~ Packaging
requirements for transurapic waste limit the total
quantity of plutonium in a single container.
Because of the high percentage of plutonium in
some materials, treating 1he entire existing
inventory of plutonium-bearing materials as
transuranic waste would require a large number
of containers; though many of the containers
would actually contain very little materiaL

Some recovery operations extract 90-95% of the plutonium and reduce the volume of
the remaining material (through dissolution and/or incineration) as much as 50%. The
resulting transurat1ic waste could be placed in fewer drums because much of the plutonium .

. has been removed. The drums would then be placed in rettievable storage. SI DOE intends to
ship retrievably stored transuranic waSte to a permanent repository. in southern New Mexico.

. . Howevec, opening of the repository -.called the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant - has been
repeatedly delayed by environmentll and regulatory coucems. The recovered plutonium would
be converted to an oxide and be subject to the same considerations (safeguards, monitoring,
costs, etc.) as any othec stockpile of relatively pure plutoDium.

Recovered plutonium would be
~Ject to the same sar~
monitoring, and costs as plutonium
from retired warheads.

Sf ReconjigU1'atiOlt Study, p. 160.
S7Since 1984. DOE bas delIoed transl1l8llie waste as aredal e:auamjmted witb elements with an atoo:Jie

number blgbe.r than that of nnmium aod balf-lileS of JIDe tlJaD20 ,em. and at c:xmceauadons abow 100
DlIIlOCUlies per gt3II1. A nanocud.e is ODe billiooth of a curie, wbicb is a staIldard unit of radlatioo.
,. I.G. McKibbin. inte:niew with Brian Costner, AprilS, 1992



These first two proposals are intended for materials deemed economically recoverable
through the application of the discard limits described above. The Energy Department does
not consider the plutonium in other materials worth the cost of recovery, so the materials
would be prepared for storage without lDldergOingrecovery operations. Depending on the
nature of these materials, DOE would repackage them in appropriate containers, stabilize
them in concrete, glass, or resin, or otherwise prepare them for retrievable storage. 39

Finally, DOE bas proposed continuing recovery operations so that facilities can "clean
themselves up. to«) This implies limited operations to allow plutonium-bearing materials in
existing facilities to be prepared for storage. To ready the facilities for long-term standby or
shutdown other steps would also need to be taken, including the removal of processing
chemicals from the buildings. While this option has been proposed for some buildings at the
Rocky Flats Plant and Hanford, DOE remains in the early stages of planning for the shut
down of its production facilities and their eventual decontamination and decommissioning.

" Itid
GllJames D. Watk:iD:s, traDsaipt of pRSS briefing. JaDDatY 29. 1992, p. 18.





CHAPTER 1WO. PLUTONIUM PROCESSI~G
TECIINOLOGIES

This chapter describes five basic operations used to produce and proces.f phdonium for
nuclear weapons: reactor production, separation of plutonium from otlter radioactive
elements, fabrication of plutonium components jOr new lWUIpolU,recycling of retired weapon
components, and recovery of plutonium from a wide variety of scrap. oxide, and residue.

. DOE's production reactors operated much as commercial power reactors - by splitting,
or "fissioning," uranium atoms. However, only one of the 14 production reactors (Hanford's
N-Reactor) was designed with the ability to co-generate eJectricity. Instead. production
reactors were designed to produce radioactive materials, such as plutonium and tritimn.

Plutonium production began at the Oak Ridge Reservation in 1943, but it was quickly
shifted to the Hanford Reservation. Built in the
1940's as part of the Manhattan Project, Hanford
supplied the plutonium used in the world's first
atomic· explosion - "rinity" - and the third - "Fat
Man." the bomb dropped on Nagasaki. Japan.~

N'me reactors were built at Hanford. The first
eight reactors were constructed between 1943 and
1955. These were designed eJ[clusiveJy for
plutonium production and used natura1 uranium (U-
238) as a fuel. The last of these was shut down in 1971. Hanford's N-Reactor was built
between 1959 and 1963 and used low-emiched uranium (-191 U-235) fuel elements. The
fission reaction prodIJCedby the fuel released large amouD.. of energy in the form of heat and
radiation. So, the fqel eJerrads were sealed, or "clad," in a zirconium-tin alloy to prevent
corrosion md contain some of the radioactivity. N-Reactor ceased ~on in 1987.61

.The SavaDDab.River ~ite was coDStructed between 1951 and 1956 primarily to produce
1ritium. However, 1be SRS reactors have been used to produce plutoDium as weD. Three of
the five reactms at. the site are now permanently shut down. None has operated since 1988. If
restarted, the SRS reactors would be used for tritium production. DOE bas no plans to resume

Plutonium bas been produad
In readon at tbe Hantord
Rese"adon In Wasblngton
state and the Savannah River·
SIte In South Carolina.

• The sec:ood atamic bomb. "IJU1e Boy.- WIlt dropped 011 ~ Japm It was fiIeJed by bisblY~cbed
DDlIIlmnpoduced at tile Oak RidF Relemad.oo in Temeaee.
• 'Ibamu B. Coc:Ina. etl1., NrICl••• W~ Databook. yot•••••m. u.s. Nut:1flIr Warlwt:dFacilityhofila

(CImbd.: BaJlioaerPublfsNng C~. 1987). pp. 13-4 & 19-23. He:aeafterNucJ••. Weqpan.f DtIkIboot,.
Yo/111M III.



reactor production of plutonimn.
SRS' production reactors contain "targets" in addition to the reactor's fuel Dwing the

fission reaction. neutrons released from U-235 in the fuel irradiate these targets, forming new
radioactive materials. Target assemblies made of U-238 are used to produce plutoni~ after
capturing a neutron the U-238 becomes U-239 which decays into Pu-239. Similarly, lithium
targets are used to produce tritium.

After irradiation, the fuel and target assemblies contain uranium, plutonium and fission
products; nearly all of these are radioactive. These assemblies are thermally hot and intensely
radioactive. so they are allowed to cool in large ponds for several months or more before
chemical processing. During this time many short-lived fission products decay away.

Chemical processing, or "separation," techniques are then used to extract the plutonium
and uranium. Since the mid-1950's, the p~tonium·uranium extraction (PUREX) process has
been the basic separation technology employed at Hanford and SRS.62 Ov~ the years, this

~ BRIEF TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PUREX PIlOCESS
AND PLUTONIUM METAL CONVERSION

The fm step in the separation process is to dissolve the irradiated components in a
boiling nitric acid solution. The second step. solvent 'extraction, involves concentrating
the plutonium and uranium in an orginic soIvetlt to separate them from other radioactive
elements. Dilute nitric acid is then added to the organic solution of uranium and
plutonium to separate out the uranium. The plutonium solution is next subjected to ion
exchange in which the plutonium is absorbed into an organic resin, leaving the impwities
in solution. The plutonium is removed from the resin with dilute ni1ric acid; this creates
a purified plutonium ~trate solution.

The plutonium nitrate solution must be converted to plutonium metaI for use in
.weapons. FIl"St,the plutonium is separated, or precipitated. from the nitric acid solution.
The plutonium is then heated in a stream of hot air, yielding plutopium dioxide. The
plutonium dioxide is converted to plutonium tetratluoride by the in1rOduction of hydrogen .
fluoride (either as a gas or in aqueous solution), a process known as hydrofluorination.
Fmally I through reaction with metallic caJcium the plutonium tettafluoride is reduced to
plutonium me1aL

The undesirable elements generated during production and separation processes are
subjected to additional extraction to isolate any residual pJutonimn and uranium before
being stored as high-level waste.

saPor a mxe detailed descripcioo of cl:lemical seperatioo see Nuclear W~ DaI4Jbook.Volunre II. pp. 138-40
aDd 1M Nuclear WUfJO'U OJmplc, pp. 118-22



process bas been modified to faCilitate processing a wide variety of materials.
In simplest terms, the chemical separation process begins by dissolving the assanblies in

boiling nitric acid· Through a series of chemical steps, plutonimn is then separated from other
elements. This process generates a purified plutonimn nitrate solution and a vast volwne of
highly radioactive liquid waste.

The chemical separation facility at Hanford is known as the PUREX Plant There are
two separation plants at SRS - F-Canyon and H-Canyon; nearly all Pu-239 processing at SRS
is performed in the F-Canyon. Each of these facilities is over 800 feet long, 100 feet wide,
and 60 feet high. The canyon facilities provide for remote-controlled operations to protect
workers from radiation exposure and contain the dangerous materials.

The plutonium nitrate solution generated in the canyons must be converted to plutonium
metal to be used in weapons or plutoniwn oxide for storage. At Hanford. this conversion is
perlonned at a facility located about five miles from the canyon called the Plutonium
Finishing Plant. in the Remote Mechanical C Line. At SRS the operation takes place in the
FB-Line, located on the roof of F-Canyon.

The canyons at SRS and Hanford have generated over 100 million gallons of highly
radioactive liquid waste. This waste is stored on-site in huge underground tanks. Separation
processes have also generated vast quantities of transuranic and low-level radioactive w~,
hazardous waste, and mixed waste (containing both hazardo~ and radioactive constituents).

After separation and conversion to metal. the plutonimn' must be fabricated into the
appropriate size and shape for a nuclear weapon. The dimensions of the final product vary
from weapon to weapon and are specified by a weapon's designers. The plutonium metal is
shipped from the separation canyons to the foundry for fabrication as '11and-sized, disk-
shaped pieces." called "buttons..•63 •

Fabrication of plutonium· components is similar to many other metal ~on
processes'requiring production to very tight to1el'aDces.Among the techniques employ.ed are:
metal casting. rolling and forming, high-precision mac~g, welding, and chemical and
mei8llurgicaI analyses.

However. h.azards ass~ted with plutonium require activities to be "conducted in
closed. con1rOlledenvironment systems referred to as glove boxes" which eliminate direct
contact with the plutonium. Additionally, the toxic nature of plutoniUm "requires extensive
environmental protection and monitoring programs for the health and safety of the wortforce
and the offsite general populace. tr64

The only production-scale plutonium foundry in the complex is Building 101 at the
Rocky FJatsPlant Since November 1989, a substantial portion of Rocky Flats' operations.
including Building 107, has been shut down due to environmental and safety problems. The

GI Coogressi.ooal Research Senicc, -Rocky Flats and U.S. Nuclear Weapoos Programs: Altemathu fer the
Putme: Februaty1991.91-276P.P. 7. H~ CRS. 1991.
61 -1IMtatioo fa Site Proposals, - P. A-8.



Los Alamos National Laboratory has facilities to fabricate plutonium components for test
weapons but lacks RFP's production capacity.6S The actual production capacity of LANL is
not publicly available, but the nmnbel' of nuclear tests is known. 'The number of ~"1s peaked
at 98 in 1962. Since 1970, the U.S. bas conducted less than two dozen tests per year.615

Components have been fabri::ated for more than 70 types of warheads.61 These warheads
ate of two general categories - fission weapons and thermonuclear weapons. The plutonium
component is f01Dldin the core, or "pit," of implosion type fission weapons. The pit -
generally a hollow, plutonimn shell - is SUD'01Dldedby high explosives. Detonation of the high
explosives compresses the pit, initiating a chain reaction and setting off 1he nuclear explosion.
This is tbe basic design of most fission weapons. Some older fission weapons use highly-
enn:hed unnium instead of, or in addition to, plutonium.

Deuterium and tritium are often used to "boost" fission weapons. The deuterium-tritium
gas is released from its reservoir part way through the fission explosion. The deuterium and
tritium begin to fuse, releasing high energy neutrons which cause more of the plutonium or
HEU to fission., 1hus adding to the explosive force. or "yield." of the weapon.

In tbermonuclear weapons. the boos1cd plutonium pit, sometimes called 1he "fission.
primary." triggers a secondary component containing li1hium deuteride and lIEU. During the
explosiol1. the lithium deuteride breeds additional tritium which fuses with deuterium, creating
a fusion explosion. In this case, plutonimn components are often referred to as "triggers. neSt .

:,Fabrication processes have generated tremendous quantities of tnmsuranic and low-level
radioictive waste, hazardous waste, and mixed waste. This w~, combined with that from
chemical separation processes, poses one of 1he most serious environmental and public health
risks associated with the production of nuclear weapons.

For decades, much of the waste (oth~ tban the higb-Jevelliquid waste) from plutonium
production, separation, aDd fabrication was dumped into lmUned pies and basins. This practice
resulted in contamination of soils. ground and surface waters, and air. More recently. some
waste has been put in steel contliners and placed in storage facilities which provide a better -
although still temporary - degree of environmental protection. All the while. a portion of the
contaminated material generated dlrough plutonium operations bas itself been processed to
extraet,' or "recover." the residual plutoDium. These IeCovery processes also generate

. radioactive and hazardous waste.

Techniques to recycle plutonium from retired weapons and recover plutonium from
scrap. oxide. and residue have been in use since tile 1940's. These operations supplemented
reac:tor production and were driven by the desire to accumulate large quantities of weapon-

• JdJo Tuck (DOE Under Sec. aad Acdng Aat. Sec.. De1eDle PropamI). HAC. FY91 EWDA, Marcb 12,
1990. Pt 6, P. 606.
• NuclearW'~ Dat4book, Yol."". II, App:olI.x B.
., Ibid.. p. S.
• Ibid. pp. 38-40 md.A11 T1rUtpNucl,... pp. U77-10.



grade plutonium.
As desaibed in chapter one. reactor production has receatly beea baited due to a

plutonium surplus. DOE now intends to rely solely on recycling plutonium from a portion of
the retired weapons - and ped1aps reusing some plutonium. components without recycling - for
any future warhead production. Meanwhile, tclCImiquesto recover' plutonium from
contaminated materials are being viewed as a meaDSof sotckpiling plutonium and managing
the existing inventory of plutonium-be8ring materials.

The Los Alamos National Laboratory bas primary responsibility for the development of
new recycle and recovery techniques. AdditiODa1research and development (R&D) is carried
out at the Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory and laboratories located at DOE's
plutonium processing sites. Production-scale recycle and recovery operations have been
centered at the Rocky Flats Plant. with additional capacity at the Savannah River Site and
Hanford. However', SRS is now positioned to be the primary plutonium processing site for
future opentions. The capabilities of individual facilities are discussed in the next chapter.

Recycle and recovery operations process materiak ranging from plutonium metal from
retired warheads to bulk materials containing small amounts of plutonimn residue. Many of
these matesials, or "feedstocks," require different processing teebniques.

There are more than 100 categories and sulH:ategories of plutoJiium-bearitlg materials.s
The purity, or assay, of a given material determines. in large part whether and how it is
processed. &say is defined as the weight or pereemage of DUClear material in a given item.70

The higher the assay, 1he lower the peteentage of impurities.
Examples of high assay fee&tocks include plutonium components from retired weapons,

plutonium saap, and plutonium oxide. Retired plutonium components contain mostly pure
plutonium metal. C00laminants, predominantly americium, are removed during recycle
operations, but the primary purpose of recycling these components has been to prepare the
plutonium for re-fabrication. Scrap plutoDium and impure oxide often have a wider range of
impurities, but the total amolDlt of impurity is small. .

. Low-asSa~ materials con1ain smaD amoun1s of pluto~ relatiVe to 1he bulk of 1he
feedst6ck. Typically, 1bese leaner feedstocb c:omain roughly 7-12t11 pJutoaium, 'somedmes
more.71 Low-assay feedstocks iDclude.1aboratory aucibles and liquid residues, combustible
material such as wipes and bags, iDsuJation. filters, glass, plastics, and many OCher materiaJs
which come into con1act with plutonium. Recovering plutoDium from lOW-assay feedstocks is
often more difticult. time consuming, and expensive than recovay from hish-assay sources.

• J.G. McKibtliD. iDIetView with Brlm Costner, Apil8. 1m.
'lO "Nodeai' Materials Sd=gaards PIocecfI= Maoual" (EGtG Rocty PIaas, 1Dc.,MaIdl 1990), Clouary. p. 2-
71 J.G. MclCibbiD. iDrerYfew with BdaD CostDer, Apil S. 1992.



RECYCLE AND RECOVERY FEEDSTOCKS

Retired Warheads -- When warlleads are retired from the nuclear arsenal. the plutonium
metal components can undergo chemical processing, referred to as "recycling," to remove
contamination and prepare the metal for re-fabrication into new components.

~ -- When plutonium components are fabricated, shavings and other scraps of
plutonium metal are produced. Plutonium can be recovered from this scrap, as it can
from irregular plutonium buttons and any other form of plutonium metal not meeting
weapon specifICatiOns.

Impure Oxide - Plutonium oxides are generated at several steps in the production .
process. Foundry oxide is produced during fabrication. Plutonium solutions are converted
to oxide during processing. Oxide is also produced during laboratory operations. Often
these oxides contain high levels of impurities, which can be removed by 'recovery
operations.

"'Residues -- Plutonium contuninates much of the equipment and material used during
'iprocesSing and fabrication. Reeidue feedstockS include processing chemicals. glass,
"glove-bo~ gloves, crucibles, metal parts, graphite molds, ftlters, insulation. and
combustibles (any plutonium-bearing material that may be burned).

SecondaIJT Residues -- Recycle and recovery operations create by-products which
contain residual plutonium. including processing chemicals and salts, glass, combustibles.
scrap metal. crucibles. and other materialS.

, Recycle and recovery are cbPJ!!icaloperations invQlving aqueous or.pyrocllembI
processes. or some combination of the two. The separation and .extraction steps included in

. the PUREX process are examples of aqueous processing ~ques. Pyrochemical o~tions
involve chemical reactions at temperatures above the boiling point of water in a dry
environment Examples of pyrochemical operations are the gaseous hydroOuorination and
reduction to metal steps described above. Facilities throughout the complex have different
capabilities and capacities for carrying out these operations.

Aqueous Processes
Aqueous processes have been used at I..ANL. RFP, SRS, and Hanford. When used for

recycle or recovery, the process is essentially as described under Chemical SeparaUon. Any
spedalixation generally occurs at the ftont-end of the process where feedstocks may not be
suitable for the same dissolution techniques used for fuel and target assemblies. The unique



requirements of the feedstocks can alter processing rates by a factor of 300.n
Dissolution can be particularly demanding in the case of low-assay solid residues which

may require multiple passes through dissolvers, but relatively pW"eplutonium metal can also
be difficult to dissolve. Some feedstocks dissolve more efficiently in a solution other than
nitric acid (e.g., sulfamic acid).

Other feedstocks - such as insulation. filters. and glove-box gloves - are "washed" rather
than dissolved. The wash solution then undergoes processing while the original material is
treated as low-level or transuranic waste. In the case of materials such as fire bricks and
graphite molds, the material might be ground and placed in a dissolver. The plutonium is then
leached from the material, and the growd material is stored as radioactive waste. Regardless
of the unique characteristics of dissolution, the end resuh is a plutonium nitrate sohrtion
compatible with SUbsequent chemical separation and conversion to oxide or metal.

PyrQchemical Processes
The most common use of pyrochemistry is conversion of plutonium dioxide to metal.

This conversion is often a two step process - hydrofluorination fonowed by reduction to
metal. Hydrofluorination converts plutonium dioxide to plutonium fluoride by subjecting the
oxide to hydrogen fluoride gas (sometimes h)'drofluoric acid is used in place of hydrogen

. fluoride gas in which case the hydro fluorination is considered an aqueous process). Though
considered to be efficient and reliable, hydrogen fluoride is highly toxic, and plutonium
fluoride can be a significant source of'radiation exposure.73

Pyrocbemical process~ have been developed which do not use· hydrogen fluoride and
which avoid other difficulties associated with more traditional processing techniques. These
newer processes include direct -oxide reduction (DOR). electrorefining. and molten salt
extraction (MSE) ..Each has been used at the Los Alamos and Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratories and the Rocky FIats Plant, but neither has been implemented at SRS or Hanford.
DOE will likely integrate these processes into any new plutonium plant built as part of
Complex-21.

DOR was developed at LANL in the mid-1970's. The process eliminates the need for
hydro fluorination. thus reducing waste generation and worlcer exposure. Calcium and
plutonium dioxide are melted. along wiUl a salt (calcium chloride). in an electric furnace. The
mixture is then stirred to bring the caJcium and plutonium· dioxide into contact. The cak:ium
removes the oxygen from plutonium dioxide. leaviQgthe plutonium in its metal form. 74

.As originally developed. nOR produced about six kilograms of plutonium-contaminated
waste for each kilogram of plutonimn. Los Alamos reports that in 1988 it was able to
demonstrate a technique for reducing waste generation to one-sixth of ~lier levels.7'

In practice. DOR apparently results in a plutonium metal wiUl levels of impurity which
do not meet weapon specifications. So, the plutonium metal is further purified by

n W.R. Dworzat. et al.• '7edmology Assessment of the Operability Plan for the SaVllDDlb RilU Plant New
Special Recow:ry Process- (DOE's MMEC Ted:mciogy Exchange Stcerlng Committee, Fe1xUaty 7:/.1987) p. 40.
" 'I'M NlIClet1l' w~ Campla. p. ffl.
,. "Safer. MOle EfJideDt Plotool.mn Reco~: Research Hi&bHdM 1989 (LANL). pp. 40-1.
1S Ibid



electrorefining.76 The impure metal is cast into an ingot which serves as the positive terminal
for an electrolytic reaction. An inert material is added to the crucible containing the
plutonium ingot, and the crucible is heated until the contents melt A negative tenninal is then
inserted into the molten solution; an electric current is applied. and a pure plutonium metal
separates from the solution. n

Through its extensive use at Rocky Flats, molten salt extraction has become the
preferred technique for recycling plutonium components from retired warlleads. DOE's
preference for MSE is due in part to difficulties involved in dissolving relatively pure
plutonium metal for aqueous processing. Instead of dissolution, MSE melts the old plutonium
components and removes impurities directly from the molten plutonium metal If
contaminants other than americiUDlare present, the resultant metal may require electrorefming
to meet weapon specifications.

'II "The PRMP Process: fact sheet ie~ by OOE. Roclcy flats Office, 1m, p. 2
77 "Recycling Plntooimn." LANL AmJual Reptrt. 1981, p. 22.



CHAPTER THREE. PLUTONIUM PROCESSING SITES

This chapter provides an overview 01several sites in the nuclear weapons complex. The
RocJcyFlats Plant is discussed, with partiadar attention paid to the reasons its production
mission is being discontinued. Operations at the Los Alamos National Laboratory and the
Hanford Reservation are briejly described. Substantial detail is provided on tlIe evolution of
plutonium processing at the Savannah Rmr Sile. Finally, other siles being proposed lor the
relocation 01RocJr.yFlats' operations are mentioned. Note: each of these sites also performs
operations wIIich are not described.

ConstnJcti.on of the Rocky Flats Plant, located 16
miles northwest of Denver, Colorado. began in 1951.
The 11 square mile site has bad primaty responsibility
for fabricating plutOnium metal and recycling retired
wadlead components during most of the last four
decades. RFP's operations generate large amounts of

-plutonium scrap. oxide, and residue, so recovery
f.M:ilities are located there as well.

Plutonium operations are coocentrmed in three
facilities: Building TII which houses aqueous processing
facilities and was built in 1952; Building TI6, completed in 1957, where pyrochemical
operations are performed; and the plutonium foundry, Building 707, which was built from
1970 to 1972. Support for RFP's plutonium openltioos is provided by a laboratory located in
Building 559 (constructed in 1968), as well as sevecal waste handling facilities.

Rocky 1i1ats' plutonIum
CadlItles fDdude: Bu:lldlng
n1 (aqueous processing),
BuIlding 776 (pyrocllemical
processtng). BaIldlng 707
(fabrtcat1on), and Bunding
559 (support laboratory).

Capabilities

Chemical 'Processing capacity at the Rocky Flam Plant bas been dedicated primarily to
- recycling plutonium components from retired weapQDS. Aftec disassembly, the components are
subjected to a spray Ie8ch (rather than dissolution) in Building TII. This sep:ates uranium
from the plutonium mecaL The uranium is sent to the Y-12 Plant at the Oat Ridge .
ReseIVatioD for furdla" processing. and the prepared plutoDium meG1 is seat toBuildins 776.

Molten salt extlidion is used in BuildiDg 776 to nmove americium from the plutonium
and ptepare the plutonium for re-fabricatioa. Impure mem1 resuItiDs from this process
undergoes eIedrotefiDiDg. The purified phJtoDium, in the form of mda1 "buUoas," is seat to
Building 707 for tabrica1ion into weapon components. Plutonium componea1S were fabricated
in Building TI6 prior to the completion of Building 707, and some fabrication has probebly
been conducted in Building n6 siDee 1972



Warhead production requirements of the 1970's and 1980's left RFP with limited
processing capacity beyond that used for recycling retired weapon components. Consequently,
a backlog of plutonium-bearing materials developed at Rocky Flats. What excess capacity was
available, mostly in Building 771. was used to process relatively pure scrap, oxide. and
residue generated on-site. Also to help relieve the oxide backlog, some of the capacity in
Building 776. normally used for MSE, was diverted to the development of direct oxide
reduction. 7.

Additionally. dming the 1980's Rocky Flats began shipping material. particularly oxides.
to the Los Alamos National Laboratory, the Savannah River Site, and-the Hanford
Reservation.79 This relieved much of the oxide backlog by the end of the decade. But there
remains an estimated 140.000 kilograms (308,000 pounds) of plutonium-bearing material at
RFP; the quantity of plutonium in this material is classified. 10

As of Fall 1991, Rocky Flats also had 1,093 cubic yards of transuranic waste stored on-
site.·1 DOE does not consider the plutonium in this waste worth the cost of recovery. As
mentioned in chapter one, the Department intends to send the waste to southern New Mexico
for pennanent disposal. However, opening of the disposal facility has been delayed several
years due to environmental and regulatory concerns. DOE has constructed a
"&uPercompactor" to reduce the volume of waste at Rocky Flats, but its startup has ~
dltayed by mechanical problems. n' .

.~~. DOE has agreed with the State of Coloraao to limit the total amount of ~c
waste aCcumulated at RFP to 1,601 cubic yards. Without the Supercompactor or the opening
of a waste disposai facility, continued operation of Rocky Flats would approach this limit at
the rate of 84 cubic yards per month. t3

Like facilities throughout the nuclear weapons complex, the Rocky Flats Plant bas been
plagued with problems. FIreS are considered the "greatest operational safety hazard" at the
plant. Since. operations began. there have been over 600 fires at RFP. Yet in many cases. fire
detection systems are "antiquated. "14

In addition to fires, "From 1959 to 1969, storage drums containing plutonium-
con~ted machine oil leaked and contaminated soil off-s~ ....AJso•.in 19]3 a small
quantity of tritium ~as accidentally released with waste water into th~ water supply for the

71 -OOE Residue Processing CapamIities- (8Uacbmenl to ccmmunic:aliOil from DOE Albuquerqoe Operauoos
Office to tbo R9CkYflats EuviromDental Mooitodng COII'DCil,Iu1y 5, 1990). PRMP:FRL:7473.
" HAC. FY91 EWDA. Pt. 6, pp. 1120 &: 1129.
10 -Mass Balance SUDlIlJ8l)': fact sheet pepded by DOE. Rocky flats office. 1990.
II Advisory Committee OIl Nuclear Facility Safety, -Final Report OIl DOE Nuclear Facilities,- (Wasbingtoo. DC:

OOE. November 1991). p. 141. Hereafter -ACNFS Final Report.-
a Ibid, p. 158.
D Ibid, pp. 140-1.
•• Ibid, pp. 155-0.
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nearby city of Broomfield. Colorado (population 17,OOO)."*' There have been otbel' problems
as well

The ammmt of releases, and potential effects, from these accidents is the subject of
controversy. Such controversy is often heightened by the lack of reliable data. For example,
during a fire in 1957, filteIs ~igned to 1rap plutonium in Building TII burned. Monitoring
equipment was not operating, and estimates of the releases range from "slight" to between 14
and 20 kilograms (3()..44 pounds). lIS

These accidents and the controvasy SUlTOUDdiDg them raised public concern and led to
establishment of the !tacky Flats Task Force in 1974., The Task Fon::e, coinprised of state and
C01D1ty officials as well as private citizens, concluded that ~the Rocky Flats Plant should be
reassessed asa nuclear we8pOas manufacturing facility, with coDSideratioD given to gradually
phasing. out itS present operations. possibly transfening those operatioos to a more suitable
site. "~" . .

The federcll government. th~ was moving ahead with plans to upgrade Rocky Flats'
capabilities. Iil1970, Congress approved a $113 million propoSal for a new plutonimn

IS -Noc:lear MaIaIaJ'; Allemati ••• f<x RdocaliD& Rcxky Flats Plaots Plula:iam 0pemIi0lll" (WasbiDgtaQ, DC:
u.s. Geoeal AAxmndDg Oftice, ApilI987). GAQlRCEJ).81-93, p. 13. HeIeatter "A1temadws fex Relocating
Rocky Flats. "
• ~ Wuaerrnan, et aL. Killiltg 0... Own: 1M Dirtl.!U!r of .A1MriC41~ Exp#:rif!IfCC witJaAJomic .Ridtltion

(New Yen: Dell Pu~ng. 1982),pp. 168-9.
C7 "A1temad¥eS f<x Re10c:ari0g Rodcy Plata •• p. 13.



processing facility, Building 371. The facility was to replace Buildings TII and 776 and be
more efficient and safer to operate. Much of the iDcrease in safety would be attained through
the use of rem.ote-rontro1led processing equipment instead of the traditional gloveboxes.
Constroction began in 1973 and was completed in 1981 at a final cost of $215 million."

After operating briefly, the buiIding's aqueous processing line proved faulty and a large
section of the building became contaminated with plutonium. Opetators also experienced
problems with the facility's remote-controlled equipment. Throughout the 1980's, DOE
considered plans to repair the building. Design and material flaws in the original construction
were extensive. and repairs were estimated at more than $300 million. 19

PlutQnium Recovery Modification Prqject
Near the end of the decade, DOE settled on a $S()()-(j()() million renovation plan for

Building 371. The Plutonium Recov~ Modification Project (pRMP) would decontaminate
about 20% of the existing structure and add approximately 200.000 square feet, to consolidate
all recycle and recovery processing at RFP undec one roof.

In a December 1989 report, the National Research Council (an arm of the National
Academy of Sciences) challenged DOE's decision to develop the PRMP. stating: .

.
...t The IJepUtn:aJt of Energy should c:oncemi'ate on maJdng better use of ~c Clltisting

:;;.plutonium processing capacity as required and postpone plans to coristruet additional
.~capabilities.90

The report specifically recommended use of recovery aDd recycle capebilities at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory and dle Savannah Rivei' site.

A $6S million request for PRMP was deleted from 1he FY91 budget by Congress in July ,
1990. DOE has repackaged the PRMP in its ReconjigurQtion Study. Now called the Residue
Elimination Project (REP), the facility would be used to "clean up" Rocky Flats by recovering
plutonium from scrap. oxide, and residue. Unlike PRMP. REP would only be designed to
process material to the plutonium oxide stage. As desaibed in chapt« one, the plutonium
oxide would be put into retrievable stonge ra1I1e1'than converted to metal. DOE considers it
"unlikely" tbat a decision on whedlel' to proceed ~ the REP will be made prior to
completion of the RecoDfiguntioD PElS in 1993.91 •

The 1989 Shutdown
BuiJdinp 707, 771, and 776 continued optfttiDg 1hrougbout the 1980's despite growing

hazards. Then. "Seventy FBI agen1B raided Rocky Fiam. OIl June 6. 1989, in search of
evidence that plant managers had deliba'ately' violated environmental Jaws and had attempted

• Ibid. P. 8-
• Ibid. P. 3.
10T1aeNllCltlDT "eDpCftf Ccmplc. P. IS.
III "lDJIiemeotadoo Plan. Nuclear Weapoos Ccxnpiex RecoufigaaJico Pr008DlDlltic P.1mroomeDtallmplC::t

Statemeot- (WubiDgtoo, OC: DOE, Felnaty 1992). DOFJEIS-01611P. p. 3-8. Hetatter R-PEIS IP.



to hide violations from State and Federal environmental regulators. to91

In Sept.ember 1989. an independent assessment of RFP reported "significmt quantities of
plutonium" .in seven1 of the plant's exhaust ducts and found evidence tbat plutonimn had been
discovered in ventilation systems during past renovations.9S The amount of plutonium in the
ductwork was later estimated at approximately 2S kilograms (nearly 62 pounds).94

In November 1989. DOE halted plutonium operations at RFP. Though the shutdown was
originally reported to be for routine mainteDaDce.signifiNmt environmental, safety. and health
problems have prevented res13rt of these facilities.

In early 1990. DOE concluded that Buildings nl and TI6 are "outdated and unreliable"
and "cannot be upgraded to meet today's environmental and safety criteria. It9S Nonetheless. the
Depar1ment sought fimding to restart RFP's three main plutonium processing buildings (707,
TII. and TI6) and Building 559 in 1992. Laboratory facilities in Building 559 were needed to
characterize contamination problems .in the othez buildings. Congress au1horized a
supplemental budget request of $283 million in March 1991. nising the total amount
appropriated for restart to ovez $1 billion.

DOEs Advisory Committee on Nuclear Facility Safety (ACNFS) responded cautiously:

Much remUns to be done to make safety and opentiona at Rocky Flats consistent with the
standards being adopted At the Departm:nt of Energy's nuclear reactor facilities. and it is
not clear that this will ultimately be achievable under the current program. ... (Additionally]
Once plutonium processing begins at Rocky Flats. however. it will not continue for long.
limitations on waste amnmlation At the Rocky Flats"Qy force another suspension of
these proceY"'8 unless some way to reduCe the volume of waste on site is found.
...Therefore, the Advi.soIy Committee WOI'ldc:n wbc:d1erit IDIkes sense to n:sume plutonium
openti.ons, if these operations rmy be stopped again only a few ~ later."

Skepticism was also raised oufside DOE, particularly by observers questioning the need
for restart. As described in dlapta' one, the U.S. nuclear arsenal has bee cut dnmaticaJJy in
response to changing relations between the United Stdes and the former Soviet Union. By
September 1991. there remained only one wadlead • the W88 for the Trident U missile -
scheduled fqr production, and scientists at the Lawreace Livermore NatioDal Laboratory were
exploring the possibility of reusing an older wadlead in place of the W88. Thus, many
observen saw little need for resuming p~ processiDg and fabrication.

In his January 1992 S1ate of 1be Union address, President Bush discontinued
construction of the W88. Energy Secreau'Y Watkins responded by annoUDCing1bat, "plutonium
manufacturing operations at Rocky Flats are now tenninated...w

Howevez, DOE conteDds that restart is still necessary so the facilities can "clean

r1 CRS. 1991. p. 1.
• SCIENTECH. I:oc.. "An AseallmDl aI Crldcality Safety at die I)epIatmeol aI P.Dergy Rocky PlaIa PlIIIl,

Galdea. Colcndo: SCIB-DOB-201-89.1a1y-8eptanber 1989. pp. BS-l·2.
" "Rocky Flats Plutooium in Duc:twcxk Fact Sbeet" (Golden, CO: DOE, Rocky Flats OfIlce. Apdl24. 1990).
• 1000 Tuck, HAC. FY91 EWDA. Pt. 6. p. S60.
""ACNFS FIDa1 Report." pp. 141 &: 158.
VI James D. Wattim. transaipt ofp1eS8 bdeftng, 1l1DUa1Y29.1992, p. 18.



themselves up" and to facilitate long-tenn decontamination prior to decommissioning of the
plant. Building 707 will be one of the last buildings decommissioned in order to ret3in a
contingency pending a final decision on the construction of a new plutonium foundry."
Building 559 restarted in late February. A plan for the transition of the Rocky Flats Plant
from production to cleanup is scheduled to be completed in the summer of 1992.

The Los Alamos National Laboratory is a research and development complex. occupying
about 43 square miles and located approximately 25 miles north of Santa Fe, New Mexico.99

LANL is operated by the University of California. The Laboratory is organized into "technical
areas," each responsible for a specific set of functions.

Originally charged in 1943 with developing the first atomic bomb, lANL's primary
mission remains resean::h and development relating to all aspects of nuclear Weapons
technology. Wttbin this role. LANL is the focus of the special nuclear mateiiaJs (SNM) R&D
program for the entire nuclear weapons complex. Emphasizing plutonium-related activities.
this program bas three components: .,
1) ·~"restarch into materials scieoce. including metallurgy. ,chemistry, and behavior under

i extreme conditions." ,
2) "process development and subseqUent technology transfer to the production plants." and
3) "plutOnium recovery from scrap gentnted during the fabrication process of nuclear test

devices and from the weapons production lines. "100

Plutonium activities are primarily located in
two areas - the Chemistry and Metallurgy Researeh
Building at Technical Area-3 and the Plutonium
Processing Facility at Tednrica1 Area-55 (fA-55).
The Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Building
is nearly 40 years. old, has Dever had a major
renovation. and does not meet current eDviromnent,

, safety. and health requiremen1s.101 Operations in
this building focus on matrriaIs research in suppOrt of activities at TA-55.

TA-55 houses facilities to develop and demonstrate phJt.onimn processingtecbnology. as
well as to recycle and recover plutonium. 102 lANL has pyrochemical and aqueous processing
capabilities. and some capacity for plutonium mead fabrication (at least enough to support the

At LANL, TA-55 houses (adJlttes
to develop and demonstrate
plutonium processiDg techDOIogy,
as wdl as to recyde and recover
plutonium.

" Ibid. pp. 18-9.
• NucJetr WetIfJOIU DtftbooIc. yol ••••• m. p. 53.
ICIO "Las Alamce Nalioaall.abaratcxy IDstimtiooal Plao. FY 1989 - FY 1994,- September 1989. p. 11.
101 -Placal Year 1993 DeteDae Programs eaptal Assets Manaacmeot Procesa- (DOE, PIN-93-DEP. Ap:ll1991).
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production of several test weapons each year). The Plutonium Processing Facility is only
about ten years old, but already 2S percent of the facility and some of its waste lines are
"worn out" because TA-55 '"bas been used for production, for which it was not designed. dB

lANL's role in providing back-up production capacity for the nuclear weapons complex
is controversial The total capacity of the Laboratory's facilities is not publicly available.
However, in a single year Los Alamos "produced 1.5 metric tons of high-purity plutonium
metal" demonstrating a single production process - electrorefining.*

During the debate over upgrading facilities at the RocIcyFlats Plant, particularly during
discussion of the Plutonium Recovery Modification Project, LANL's potential for production-
scale operations was considered. In 1989, the Natiol\8l Resean:h CoUDCildescribed TA-S5 as:

...an efficient and productive operation for saap recovery.This facility operating for the
JmSt part on a one-ahift. S-day scbedule, can process a.lJ:msthalf as DI1ch plutonium as
Rocky Flata can (evm if Building 371 weI'C to be renovated) and turn out a purer'
product. 10$

DOE's Advisory Coqunittee on Nuclear Facility Safety also praised TA-55, commenting
that its processing capabilities "are a significmt but undel'-utilized asset" and represent
"substantial improvements over equipment and procedures in use elsewhere in the DOE
complex. " The ACNFS recommended "that serious consideration be 'given to how capabilities
at TA-55 could be Used to provide broader baletits to the complex .••JOG ,

However, DOE andLANL omcials appear unreceptive to the prospect of the Laboratory
conducting production-scale recycle and recovery operations. In a direct response to the
National Research Council recommendation, DOE stressed that:

TA-SS is a laboratory facility, not a production facility....TA-5S is eftician to support the
laboratory-:eaueprocessing. It would be c:x:aeudy inefficiatt !n a pule production DDde
because.•.capacities are CODSiderablyIowa' than RFP••.(and the] mission desicn of LANL'is
R & D, not production. LANL has no deImustrated prodUctiont:q)tricnce. 1'1 "

tat FY93 CAMP. p. 45.
101 ~ Platooium, -l.ANL ADDual Repxt. 1981, P. 22.
lat 17M Nucl«r W~ CompIta. p. 84 •
•• JdID F. Aheame (Owt!IDIQ. ACNFS). 1eUer to EDer&y Seaetary James D. WaItiDs, N~ 6, 1990. p. 2
II" OOE tespcue to Natioaal Research Coaocn. JaDDlUy4. 1990, p. 5.



DOE received ftmding in 1988 to begin relocating most activities from the Chemis1Iy and
Metallurgy Resesn::h Building to a DeW 115,000 square foot Special Nuclear MaterialS
Laboratory. The SNM Laboratory would be coDS1rUCtedat TA-55, supported by four new
buildings and integrated with the existing plutonium facility. According to DOE, the facility
would allow greater interaction and cooperation between analytic chemists and plutonium
processing researchers, and increase efficieDcy through consolidation and integration.101

Some observers wondered if the SNM Laboratory would take over much of the
processing from Rocky Flats. In response, DOE insisted that the facility "is not intended to,
nor could it. provide plutonimn production capacity capable of supplanting the Rocky Flats
operation. "1C9

; Amid uncertainty over the need for additional plutonium processing capacity, Congress
elimiIiated ~d.ing for the SNM Laboratory in the FY91 bUdget. DOE included no fmlds for
the facility in its FY9+ budget request. stlting that the project "is on hold. " The Department
does no£expect to make a final decision about proceeding with the laboratory mtil after the
Reconfiguration PElS is completed in 1993.110

DOE does not considel' I.ANL a c:;andidatesite for the permanent relocation of Rocky
Flats' operations.oHowevel', the Reconfiguraticn Study does indicate that DOE is retaining
!..MiL as a back-up Qption for future proce3sing.111And in FY91, Congress appropiated
$7.3t5 million for LANL to maintain "a modest level of production support" by processing
pJut1pium residues from Rocky Flats and elsewhere.tU However, DOE sought no fimds for
pIutqnium ~overy at lANL in its FY92 or FY93 budget requests.IU

As the size of the nuclear arsenal is reduced. DOE's CODCelDSabout the capacity of
LANL's processing facilities may diminisb. This could result in renewed pressure to place a
heavier reliaDce on I.ANL as a production facility.

The primary role of the 560 square mile Hanford Reservation bas been d1eproduction
and separation of plutoDium. While most of this plutoDium has heeD weapon-grade, Hanford
has also produced significant quantities of fuel grade plutonium - which bas a higher content
(7-19%) of Pu-240.'~ bas oc:curted in nine reacfOrs at d1eplant P1utDaium
separation and processing are. ccotaed around two' facilitieS ~the PUREX Plant and the
Plutonium F'mishing Plant (PFP).. '1

The PUREX Plant began operating in-January 1956. The plant employs aqueous
. processing~. The origioaI design of the facility did not iDclude hydroDuorination or

reduction to metal capabilities. So, plutonium nitrate solution was shipped from PUREX to

J. DOE FY91 CBR, CPOS. p. 139.J. Idm Tuck. HAC. FY91 EWDA. Pt. 6, p. 564.
lit R-PEIS IP. P. 3-8.
IJI Rect1IIjillllTtllion ~. p. 63.
112 DOE FY92 CBR, AEDA. February 1991. Vd. 1. P. 211.
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PFP for conversion to oxide or metal
Operations at PFP began in 1949.

Conversion of the plutonium nitrate solution
occurred in the Remote Mechanical CLine. PFP
also houses aqueous plutonium recovery
operations which generate an additional stream of
plutoniwn nitrate solution for conversion to
plutonium oxide or metal. In 1964, the
capabilities of PFP were improved with the
completion of the Plutonium Reclamation Facility
(PRF). PRF expanded the variety of feedstocks
which PFP could process for recovery. Until
1965, PFP fabricated weapon components from
plutoniwn metal, a role since dominated by Rocky Flats.

By 1971, eight of Hanford's nine reactors had been shut down. This sharply reduced the
need for the PUREX Plant, so it was placed on standby in 1972. Throughout the 1970's,
facilities in PFP were closed as the backlog of material from PUREX was processed.
Conversion of plutonium to metal stopped in 1972, and in 1979, the Plutonium Reclamation
Facility was placed on standby.

At Hanford, plutonium proc::tSS1ng
Is centered around the PUREX
Plant and the Plutonium FbUsbtng
Plant. Within PFP, plutonium Is
recovered from scrap In the
Plutonium Reclamation Fadllty,
and tbe Remote Mechanical C
tine converts plutonium nitrate
solution to plutonium oDde or
metal.

In 1978, DOE instituted a ban OIl the shipment of liquid plutonium nitrate. ~o equipment
was added to the PUREX Plant for the conversion of plutonium nitrate solution to plutonium
oxide, and PUREX was restarted in November 1983. Since the Remote Mechanical C Line
was still closed, weapon-grade plutonium oxide was sent to the Los Alamos National
Laboratory for conversion to metal. Fuel-grade plutonimn oxide was sent to the. Savannah
River Site, blended with-so-called "supergrade" plutonium (2-3% Pu-240) to bring it to
weapon-grade, and then converted to memlu"

After its restart, o~tions at the PUREX flant were halted numerous times for safety
problems, wodcer training, maintenance, and equipment failures. The plant operated with· .

'" insufficient steam pressure to maintain proper ventilation and in December 198&was s4ut
down again. Some observers noted that the' 1988 shutdown was "wiprecedentea because it left .
highly radioactive and caustic chemical material in the process· pipes and tanks. The cleanout
of those materials was delayed by several equipment failures, safety problems, and
environmental concerns. ,,11:1 A limited cleanout run finally began in December 1989 and
concluded in March 1990. .

DOE is considering another restart of PUREX to recover plutonium from spent fuel
from Hanford's N-Reactor. Approximately 2,100 metric tons of spent fuel remain from reactor

114 For more OIl facilities at Hanford, see Nllcleor Wupms DaJiJbooIc,Volume 1Il. pp. 13-6 & 24-8.
IU "Perspectiw" (Hanford EdocatiOll Adioo League. Spring 1990), p. 8.



operations, which were baited in 1987. Only about 300 metric tons of the spent fuel contain
weapon-grade plutonium. the remainder contains fuel-grade plutonium.

DOE had intended to build a facility, called the Special Isotope Separation plant, which
would use a laser process to convert the plutonium from fuel-grade to weapon-grade. But
plans for the plant, which was to be built at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, were
cancelled in January 1990 because of the abundance of weapon-grade plutonimn in the U.S.
stockpile.

Prior to restart of the PUREX Plant, DOE has agreed to prepare an Environmental
Impact Statement on options for addressing spalt fuel stored at Hanford. The BIS is not
expected to be completed lDltil 1994, and officials estimate it will take an additional three
years to prepare the plant for opezations.l16

Meanwhile, PUREX is being maintained in a shutdown mode. and Hanford officials are
exploring alternative uses for the plant Possibilities under consideration include assisting in
the treatment of high-level radioactive waste, demonstrating soil decontamination processes,
and a variety of other environmental management and decontamination missions. 117

During the 1980's, parts of the Plutonium Finishing Plant were ako restarted, beginning
with the Plutonium Reclamation Facility in January 1984 and the Remote Mechanical C Line
late ip 1985. These operations were stopped several times for additional worXer training and
invefi8ation of seismic ,concerns. PRF last operated in Decembe!'r1987. The Remote
Mecbanical C Line bas not operated since June 1989.

, ·}DOE plans to restart PFP to process the remaining inventory of plutonimn saap
, generated at Hanford. This scrap is currently stOred in solution form, and DOE mticipates
processing will take about two years. 111 •

The Department bas publicly aDIlOUDCed1hat it is phasing out Hanford's production
mission, and in its FY92 budget request, DOE transferred mo6t of Hanford's prognuns to its
Environmental R~ and Waste Managemeat account As desaibed in the
Reconjiguradon Study:

The only defeasc production uUaion rcrneining at HanfoRtwill be the residue
recovery/tm:tal conversion capabilities at the Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP). While some
plUtoniummetal utisfN:tory for weapons production could be prodUcedat Hanford, DOne
of the stoc:tpile aize options comidc:red require it. Therefore, .cum:ot planning would
process residuo invemories, as well as weapons.grade plutonium nitrate from PUREX. only
as needed to facilitate final disposal Hanford could then go into a taminal cleanout of

III Wesdngbooae HaDfordCorrpny. "Qartedy Bdefiug Boot 011P.mitoomemal aod Waste Me-prneot
Aaivities.- WHC-SP-0434-10. MardI 1991. P. A-19.

111 J.C. FDlIaI (Mgr., Pac:ility Opera!ioas Pt •••••••• Westtngboale Haobd Ccmpmy). letter to 1.R. HDDter
(Asal Mgr.• OpemtiOlB aDd R.eeearda. DOB-Ric:blaDd). JlIDD8rY 31. 1991.
III -ACNFS Pinal R.epcxt.- P. 84.



The Reconfiguration Study does not explain what is meant by "only as needed to facilitate
final disposal." but the Departments proposal for Rocky Flats refers to storage of plutonium
as a relatively pure oxide.

DOE's Advisory Committee on Nuclear Facility Safety bas recommended an additional
role for PFP:

Rocky Flats' residue contains only low concenttations of plutonium It is conceivable that
plutonium ret::;Ovecyfrom the Rocky Flats residue will no longer be economcally feasible.
However, even if the Rocky Flats residlle becoJI:J:Swaste, processing IDly still be needed
for deconwninatioo purposes prior to permanent disposal. If this turns out to be the case,
then pfP can process Rocky Flats' residue without violating Hanford's intended mission.
The DepartInmt should look into this in JD)re detail.l21

Despite DOE's announced intention to phase-out Hanford's production role, Hanford is
being considel'ed within the Reconfiguration PEIS to receive production operations relocated
from Rocky Flats.

The Savannah River Site is located·on
over 300 square-miles of land about 12 miles
southeast of Aiken, sc. SRS was built in the
1950's by E.I. du Pont de Nemours and
Company which ran the plant until April 1,
1989. It is currently managed and operated
by the Westinghouse Savanuah River
Company. Prior to Westinghouse aSsuming
management, the facility was known as the
Savannah River Plant (SRP).

SRS' F-Area bas primary responsibility for plutomum operations. The F-Area's
separations plant (called F-Canyon) and its B-Line. where plutonium nitrate solution is
converted· to oxide or meQl, began operating in 1954. A facility for the fabrication of
plutonium metal wadlead components WBS.cons1nJcted in the F-Area in the 1950's. but it
never operated for that purpose. being used instead to produce reactor targets for the
production of Pu-238. W The New Special Recovel)' (NSR) Facility. constructed on the roof
of F-Canyon dlJriDgthe 1980's. was ~teaded to signifiQmtJy enhance SRS' dissolving

Plutonium processing fadJlUes at
sas tJidude the, F-eanyon, FB-Une,
New Spedal Recovery FadIIty, and
HB-Une. SRS Is preparing to take
over pl"OCl!UJng or retired warhellds
from Rocky Flats and Is a candidate
for a new plutoDlum processing pJan~

II' Reconjiguralim SbIdy. p. 66-
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capabilities. However, startup of NSR has been delayed several times, most recently to await
a redefinition of the facility's mission.

The H-Canyon, which began operations in 1955, is dedicated to tritium operations,
processing uranium and neptw1ium. and the separation of Pu-238 for deep space missions and
for the Defense Department The liB-Line has recently been upgraded to prepare Pu-239
oxide from some feedstocks for "storage or conversion to metal in the F-Area.

"For the 25 years between 1954 and 1979, the primary mission of the F-Area
separations plant was the reprocessing of irTadiateduranium targets for the recovery of the
virgin plutonium-239 .••122 While recycle and recovery operations were limited during this
period. they were expanding. .

From 1957 to 1959, operations in F-Canyon were halted. New dissolvers, "as large as
could <befitted into the canyon cells," were installed, and a new plutonium finishing facility
(then called JB-Line; now known as FB-Line) was constructed on the roof of the canYOn.I23

Also, the use of sulfamic acid (as a replacement for nitric acid) was introduced for faster
~solution of relatively pure non-specification plutonium metal.124 About 1970, dissolution
~abilities were further expanded with the commencement of operations at the Special
Itecovery'Facility,125 which was installed in the FB-Line "as a temporary ex~ent to process
a limited quantity of scrap. "l2IS

Throughout the 1970's, the United States replaced many weapons in the nuclear ..-
stockpile with newer ones. 'Ibis resulted in an "iDcreased flow of plutonium scrap" to SRS 127

and included the recycle of retired weapon components in the F-Canyon during the latter half
of the decade.l21 However, existing equipment was designed to process relatively low

.concentrations of plutonium. and the introduction of retired components raised the possibility
of a criticality accident 129

In fact. SRS facilities were not intended for many of their new fuDcti.ons.In 1982, DOE
acknOWledged that the Special Recovery Facility:

In Leonard W. G1ay. et ai.• -P1otooiumSaap R~ At Savaooab River - Past. Present. and VW9Q of the
Future: presented at tbe 12th AdiDide Separatioos Ccoferenee (May S. 1988), DP-MS-88-64, Rev. 2, p. 3.
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113 Bebbingtoo. 1990. p. 71.
I~ Leooard W. G1ay and Joim H. Radke, "Plutooium Scrap R~ at the Savamab River Plant, - presented at
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level materials that have had to be processed. Control of contamination, radiation. and
maintenance scheduling requires ever inaeasing supervisory effort to assure safe operation.
High radiation levels together with shielding t!1at is inadequate to m:et present standards
limits the tiI:D=persomel can perform operational and IDllintenance functions. 130

When the existing recovery facilities weI'C installed, they were connected to JB-Linc [now
called FB-Une] service systemJ, such as solution transfer vacuum, vessel vent vacuum,
cabinet vc:otilation.ete. These systt:ml were designed to support the IIJlinline process and
no significant capacity modifications were lDIde. These systclm can neither adequately nor
reliably support the present opecations.131

During the 1980's, the scope of recovery operations at SRS continued to increase and
incl¥ded processing materials, particularly oxides, from the backlog at Rocky Flats. SRS also
constructed a new plutonimn recovery facility, modified some of its existing facilities, and
pursued the application of processing techniques new to the site.

Two of these projects - construction of the New Special Recovery Facility and
modifications to HB-Line - place SRS in a unique position to take over much of the
processing previously done at RFP. Many of the other enhancements have been placed on
hold pending a [mal decision on the proposal to permanently relocate Rocky Flats' operations.

The New Special Recovery Facility .was couceived as an upgrade of existing recovery
operations. In 1980, DOE requested $6 million for improvements to the FB-Line's Special
Recovery Facility "to dissolve off-site Pu-239 scrap and Pu-239 metaL 11m A year later,
however, the "scope of wortt" iDcreased, and the cost estimate jumped to $72 million to cover
the design and construction of a new facility. 133

Consttuetion 9f NSR began in March 1983.1341be plants contractor predicted that. "The
·new facility will more tban double present recovery ~ .and will have the capability to
process additional types of scrap materials. lOW Among other things, NSR was intellded to help
alleviate the backlog ofplutooium oxide which had accumulated at Rocky Flats.

DOE anUcipated completing CODStrUctionin FY85.13d IDstead, during 1985 1he cost

130 DOB FY83 CBR. CPOS. p. 324.
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estimate increased to $85.8 million. The additional funds were for construction of a plutonium
storage facility to "provide storage space for 250 shipping containers containing plutonium
bearing material. ... [both) incoming material and outgoing prodUCt"137Basic construction of
NSR and the storage facility was completed in March 1989.131 Startup bad been expected in
1990, but by thst time much of the oxide backlog at RFP bad been processed in SRS' original
Special Recovery Facility as well as in facilities at Los Alamos and Hanford D9

NSR's mission changed, and in 1990 DOE requested an additional $8.8 million from
Congress to begin installing larger dissolvers. The larger units would allow more efficient
dissolution ofbuIky, low-assay residues. Additionally, the money was to provide "capabilities
for the recycle of plutonium parts from retired W62 [Minuteman missiles] and W68 [poseidon
missiles] weapons" at SRS rather than Rocky Flafs.l40 However, worlc on these upgrades was
stopped in 1991. 141

Prior to stopping work on NSR, DOE stressed that the upgrades were to expand the
facility's mission from scrap recovery to include Warhead component recycling. The Energy
Departmeat indicated that SRS would be "the principal supplier of specification [plutonium]
metal 'during the transition period" to Complex_21.142 The

o
Depat1ment also indicated 1hatNSR

would generate over five tons of transuranic waste and nnsuranic mixed waste, as well.as
one ~on' gallons of radioactive liquid waste, per year. 10

I: Howev.er, by January 1992, DOE no longer had a clear mission for the facility, and the
Depf11ment decided to maintain NSR in "a shutdoWn.condition. " Startup activities will
recOJllDleDCe"should future mission objectives require [NSR's) operation. ,,144 Possible future
missions include processing residues from Rocky Flats and eJs.ewhere in the complex and/or
support for resumed fabrication of new wadlead components.

Reg8nness of the mission, NSR cannot operate without the FB-Line. NSR wiD produce
a plutonium nitrate solution; the FB-Line is necessary to convert this solution to phitonium
oxide or metl1. FB-Line bas been shut down since January 1990, and delays in its restart are
at least partly responsible for NSR not starting operations in 1991.

FB-Line has not operated since January 1990 when it was shut down for majrttenarlre
and planned upgrades. Several mon1hs before the shutdown, plutoDium was discovaed in the
ventilation ducts at Rocky Flats. So, SRS ofJiciaJs perfonnecl.an Inspection of the ductwork at

J!"' DOE FY86 CBR, CPDS, p. Sr!.
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FB-Line. The inspection "revealed significant, unanticipated accumulations" of plutonium.
Steps have since been taken to remove this plutoniwn. IoU

Since the shutdown., other problems have been found which appear more difficult to
resolve. A DOE safety review team coocluded that. "In our view, substantial uncertainties
exist as to whether the FB-Line can be operated at an acceptable level of safety." The
reviewers noted that "some important safety systems have not been properly controlled or
maintained during the 30 years of facility operation." and that the FB-Line has openlted
approximately ten years longer than originally expected "without formal considention of
aging effects. "146 Additional reviews are underway to better characterize problems and
determine actions necessary to ensure safe operations. Related studies are not expected to be
completed until 1996.147

However. DOE hopes to have FB-Line operating again in 1992. FB-Line will produce
plutonimn oxide or weapon-grade plutonimn metal from feedstocks dissolved in the F-
Canyon. Among the feedstocks DOE expects to process are plutonium scrap and residue
generated on-site and from RQ!:kyFlats. and components from retired nuclear warheads. 148

Absent any requirements for the material. the plutonium oxide or metal would likely be stored
at SRS. possibly in the Plutonium Storage Facility described above or in other vaults.

HB-Line has primarily been used to oxidize neptunium-237 and Pu-238 received from
the H-Canyon. The neptunimn oxide was then oiade into target material for the SR~ reactors
to produce additional Pu-238. Pu-238. oxide is used as a power and heat source for some
satellites and Depanment of Defense applications.

In 1979. DOE initiated a series of construction projects to "replace obsolete processing
facilities in FIB-Line."1~ These projects were designed to upgrade the facility's traditional
abilities and add a new one - the processing of mixed oxide containing Pu-239 and Enriched
Uranium (EU). According to DOE, HB-Line can now provide 1benuclear weapons complex
"with the unique capability of processing mixed oxide...to recover both the Pu~239 and the
Enriched Uranimn. "l'O

Seven! DOE facilities have generated scrap material·containing mixed oxide. iDcJuding
the Rocky Flats ~~t; the Los Alamos. LawreDCeLivermore, Argonne. and Brookhaven
National Laboratories; and other sites ...,1 Each of these facilities could ship materials to SR,S
for processing. In addition. DOE has requested funding ,to proeessretired we8P.On components

~ "Restart AssesSment of SRS FB-Uoe,· DOE Oftice of Nudear Safety, SRS-FB-91-01. August 14. 1991. p. 6.
•« Ibid. pp. 4-6.
1~7 Ibid. p. 8-
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containing Pu-239/EU. 1$2

Pu-239-bearing feedstocks would be dissolved in lIB-Line. and impurities removed from
the resultant solution in the H-Canyon. The separated plutonium nitrate solution would then
be returned to HB-Line for conversion to Pu-239 oxide. The Pu-239 oxide was to be
transferred to the FB-Line for conversion to metal. possibly in late FY93 or FY94.133 But with
reduced defense requirements. the plutonium oxide will more likely be sent to F-Area for
storage. Uo4

Multipurpose Plutonium Facility
In December 1988. DOE completed its first complex-wide plan for modernizing

production facilities - the "2010 Report." Westinghouse responded with its own proposal for
SRS which included a Multipurpose Plutonimn Facility. The facility was to be a pyrochemical
and aqueous processing operation. prOViding support for an "economical. phased relocation of
Rocky FIats."w

,. In Apri11991. DOE indicated that ••there is no projected or authorized project to
construct this facility."U6 However. a report published in May 1991 indicates that the
Multipurpose Plutonium Facility would entail ••the complete renovation of a single canyon to
provide a facility for. permanent consolidation of all canyon processing" and projects funding
for FY95. lS7 The disparity between these statements appears to demonstrate that plans for the
Multipurpose Plutonium Facility were progressing right up until DOE began the
Reconfiguration Programmatic 'Environmental Impact Statement process in February 1991. It
seems likely that the May report reflects information gathered prior to FebnJaty.

Nonetheless, plans for consolidating canyon operations continue to gamer support at
SRS. Westinghouse's current manager of separations operations envisions the possibility of
phasing out F-Canyon (possibly never starting up NSR) after processing some materials
already on-site and cleaning out the facility's processing equipment Ma~ CUI1'ently
awaiting processing in H-Canyon could probably be nm by the mid to late 1990's. H-Canyon
could then take over Pu-239 processing . ..,.

Pyrochemicgl Deve/Qpment Laboratory
The Savannah Rivet' Site has no capability to use molten salt extraction. electroretining.
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or direct oxide reduction. But by 1988. SRS (then called SRP) had initiated aggressive plans
to supplement its operations with pyrocbemistry:

To ~ the long-tenn needs of plutonium saap recovery within the DOE co~lex. SRP
IIIlSt co1l1'lem:nt its traditional aqueous-based chemisay with pyrochemica.l
technology ....The objective for pyrochemica.l processing tcclmiques at Savannah River is to
develop high-throughput processes for refractories and other hard-to-bandle residues. The
developII8lt of pyrochemica.l technology for saap recovery will also put SRP in a position
to accept an expanded plutonium mission. 1:19

This expanded mission was to start with the installation of a Pyrocbemical Development
Laboratory in Building 235-F. located near H-Canyon. "to test new techniques or technology
developed at lANL for possible utilization at SRS."IO) The laboratory was to have extensive
capabilities for the development of production-scale applications of pyrocbemistry to a wide
variety of feedstocks:

The laboratories will use full-scale equipm:ot, allowing developme:nt work at the same
scale as would be iIIplemented in a production planL ...The capabilities will include the
standard pyrochemical opcntions of direct oxide reduction, rmlten salt extraction,

. electrorefining. and salt saubbing. but will. IlX>rei.rq>ortantly. ~low study of a wide range
of typically unused but potentially highly beneficial pyroredox teehniques ....As feedstocks
get leaner in plutonium content and as SRP's role in processing plutonium inaeases,
aqueous m::tllods will be augnmted or supplanted by inaeasingly aggressive pyrochemica.l
methods for recovering plutonium. Over the next ten years, a merging of aqueous and
pyrocbemica.l teclmology IIBy be possible; it is anticipated that the mr:iged ~stem will
become the preferred route for processing low-grade imterials.l6I

An objective of "merging" aqueous and pyrochemical technology was to avoid the
generation of a residue and salt backlog. like that which bas accumulated at Rocky Flats. This
would be accomplished· by balancing the capacity of aqueous recovery of the residues and
salts with the capacity. for their generation through pyrochemica1 operations.

Total fnnding for the Pyrocbemical Development Laboratory was estimated at $11
million. of which $5 million was authorized in',1989.~ Funding continued in 1990. However.
according to Westinghouse. "This proposal was .tenninated in MIlCh 1991 due to lack of
fcm~. and there are no plaDs to reconsider this proposaL"ltB "

Plytonium Recovery Incinerator '
A Pu-239 Recovery Incinerator was under development at SRS in the mid to late 1980's.

U9 "Plutooiom Saap Reco\ay at Sawooab River", pp. 7-11.
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The incinerator, to be located in FB-Line, would have bwned combustible residues to
"produce an ash amenable to Pu recovery" through subsequent PUREX processing.l64 DOE
budget documents indicate that the incinerator was to undergo a "hot test" in FY88.16S

However these plans never materialized, and currently, according to DOE, "There are no
plans to construct or operate a plUtonium recovery incinerator at SRS. 1f166

Remote Technoloe;y
In a 1989 report, SRS researchers discussed their ongping efforts to develop "remote

robotics technology ...to support a new generation of plutonium prodqction facilities. "167 These
robotics were intended to increase processing .effIciency and safety by replacing conventional
glovebox handling facilities. Dwing FY90, DOE planned to complete "demonstration of
remote automation techniques" at SRS. lesa

Throughout the 1980's, DOE and both the site's prime contractors (DuPont and then
Westinghouse) pursued the relocation of operations from Rocky F1ats to SRS. This relocation
was to have occurred through a series of planned upgrades to existing. facilities, along with
the construction ofadditionaI facilities as neces~ary. The New Special ReCovery Facility, HB-
Line upgrades, Multip~se Plutonium Facility, and Pyrochemical Development Labot:atory .
appear to be the most si~i projects in this regard. Little information' on these plans was
made available to the pUblic and no environmental impact ~tements on them were prepared.. .

As described in chapter one, DOE has now agreed to complete a Programmatic BIS on
its plans to rebuild the nuclear weapons complex before making a fioal decision regarding the
permanent relocation of Rocky Flats' operations. The Department anticipates that actions
taken in the last decade have put SRS in the position to conduct many of RFP's functions
until this decision is made and new facilities are built However, for the short-term at least,
there are no defense requirements for plutonium processing.

In FebnJary 1991, DOE issued an "Invitation for Site Proposals" which allowed state
and local governments, and any other entity, to make an offer of at ~east 5,000 acres to the
Department for the purpose of relocating operations from the Rocky Flats Plant The
invitation also requested offers of 10,000 acres to collocate openltions froiD. the PfI?1texPlant
and/or the Oak Ridge Reservation along with Rocky Flats.1e No bids were submitted.
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The only sites being considered are those selected by DOE. These are the Hanford
Reservation and the Savannah River Site described above, as well as Pantex, Oak Ridge, and
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. One of these sites could receive new facilities to
continue operations from Rocky Rats, and possibly from Pantex and/or Oak Ridge. The
purpose of collocating operations from other facilities along with Rocky Flats is to achieve
maximum consolidation of the nuclear weapons complex. 170

Past operations at Pantex, Oak Ridge, and INEL have included little or no plutonium
production, processing, or fabrication. Following are very brief descriptions of these facilities.

The Pantex Plant occupies nearly 15,000 acres and is located about 17 miles northeast
of Amarillo, Texas. Constructed in 1942, the plant was originally operated by the Army
Ordnance Corps as a conventional ammunition shell and bomb loading facility. Today, Pantex
is owned by DOE and operated by Mason and Hanger-Silas Mason Company, Inc., of
Lexington, Kentucky.

Pantex fabricates high-explosive components which it assembles together with
components received from elsewhere in the nuclear weapons complex into fmished nuclear
warheads. The plant is also responsible for maintenance, modification, and quality assurance
te$ting of nuclear warheads· already in the stockpile. Upon retirement from the stOckpile.
nuclear warheads are disassembled at Pantex. Plutonium components from disassembled
warheads are stored on-site or sent off-site for recycling.171 A more complete description of
warhead dismantlement and plutonium storage at Pantex is contained in chapter one.

The 37,OOO-acreOak Ridge Reservation is located approximately 20 miles northwest of
Knoxville, Tennessee. It is managed for DOE by Martin Marietta Energy Systems. In 1942,
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers selected the area as the Manhattan Project's "Site X" for

. atoinic bomb research and development The reservation inclUdes three distinct~: X-I0
(the Oak Ridge National Laboratory), K-25 (a gaseous dift'usion plant), and Y-12.

X-I0' is the site of the world's rust plutonium production reactor. The reactor began
operation in November 1943 and served as the model for reactors later built at Hanford. Early
research into ur3uium..enrichmenniiidt,be s~tion of plutonium..from irtadiated reactor fuel "
also occurred at X-tO. pluto.niuni operations' at Oak Ridge ceased in December 1944.

The K-25 plant was built to produce highly-enriched uranium for warheads. In 1964, the
plant shifted-to the production of low-enriched uranium for civilian use. The K-2S plant
stopped emiching uranimn in 1985 and has since been used for various waste management

110 RuonfigwaJion Study, p. 32
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functions.
The Y-12 Plant was built in 1943. It's mission includes production of uranium

components for nuclear weapons, along with fabrication of some non-nuclear parts and test
devices for the weapon design laboratories, as well as other functions.172

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory is spread across 893 square miles and
located 21 miles west of Idaho Falls. Its largest contractors are EG&G Idaho and
Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company. INEL was 8rtablished in 1949 as the National Reactor
Testing Station to provide an isolated location for building and testing nuclear reactors and
support facilities. WIthin a few years, fuel processing and nuclear waste storage b.egan at'the
site. 52 reactors have been built at INEL - more than at any'otlier location iIi the worl.d
About a quarter of those still operate or are operable. ~

INEL's CUIre1ltmission includes numerous activities related to the U.S. Navy's nuclear
reactor program, safety research for civilian nuclear reactors, reactor development, and
nuclear waste and spent fuel management Roughly 80 percent of INEL's bUdget is for
defense-related projects .

.The Idaho Chemical Processing Plant began operating in 1953. Its mission is to support
nuclear weapons production by recovering enriched uranium from naval and other reactors for
use as fuel in reactors at the Savannah River Site. However, the plant has been shut down
since 1989 for noncompliance with a federal hazardous waste Jaw - the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act The future of the.chemical processing plant is uncertain.
INEL has aiso provided some plutonium for use in nuclear weapons research. 173

172 Ibid. pp. 65-75.
175 Ibid, pp. 31-40.



CHAPTER FOUR. RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter describes several recommendatiol1S to help el1Suremore responsible
decision-making. These recommendations focus on the need for DOE to support an open
discussion of issues related to plutonium operations and for the Department to fully absorb
the signifkance of changes brought about by arms reductions.

The Cold War is over, and many of the basic assumptions which have justified nuclear
weapons production for the last 50 years are no longer valid. DOE's plutonium operations are
undergoing dramatic changes - the most significant since the nuclear weapons industry began.
But the Energy Departmenfs plans for these operations have yet to be fully reconciled with
the changed assumptions of the post-Cold War world.

Before committing scarce national resources to an expensive course of action, the U.S.
should develop the principles and policies that will guide its decisions. Moreover, DOE ,
should release sufficient information on its operations to allow fully informed pUblic
involvement in decision-making. and the Department should encourage and facilitate such
meaningful involvement

Several recommendations flow from the findings of this report which. if adopted. could
substantially improve the safety and cost-effectiveness of DOE's operations. Some of these
recommendations can be implemented by DOE itself; others require participation by outside,
agencies and the public or a¢on by Congress. These recommendations are divided into six
areas: information flow, the value of plutonium. plutonium-bearing materials, international
controls, facility safety, and resuming production.

After nearly 50 years of operating in virtual secrecy, .the nuclear weapons complex
. should now be opened to greater outside SClUtiny.Th~ is clearly some information 1bat

should legitimately rem8in classified for national security reasons. But a great deal of
information appears to be QDDecessarilywithheld without any indication that natioDal security
would be tbreatened by its disclosure.' For example, DOE restricts public access to many of
its environmental dQcuments submitted to regulatory agencies for opeiating~d01ls and.·· .
radioactive waste facilities. Additionally, the number of warlleads in the U.S. nueleatmalal' ','
and the' quantity of nuclear materials produced by DOE remains classified. . . ..

The pubiic cannot be a full participant in decision-making processes unless it has
available aU of the information relevant to nuclear weapons production whose disclosure
would not actually harm national security. The Department has made some progress toward
releasing such information in recent years, though frequently only after repeated requests from
citizen groups or legal action. If the public and policy-makers fail to comprehend the full
range of reasonable alternatives, debate over the future of the complex will be distorted, and



responsible, cost effective options may be missed.
To expand the release of information. congressional action will be necessary. However,

regardless of congressional actions, open discussion cannot proceed without the full support
and participation of DOE itself. A number of steps can be taken to facilitate an open
discussion of issues affecting the nuclear weapons complex.

1) DOE should make available documents related to the need for future plutonium
processin&. Complete information regarding inventories and requirements for weapon-
grade plutonium should be publicly available to allow a full and fair debate over the
need for future plutonium operations and the construction of new tacilities. DOE bas
often claimed that projects were essential to meet "production schedules" or to avoid
"unilateral disarmament" In the 1980's, such claims were made about several plutonium-
related projects, including: continued reactor production of plutonium, the Special
Isotope Separation plant, and the Plutonium Recovery Modification Project. As it
became clear that there was no real basis for these claims, public confidence in DOE
plummeted.

·lnformation should be made available on the size and composition of the U.S.
nuClear arsenal throughout the past fifty years, as well as its current size and
composition. and future projections. DOE should also release an inventory of the .. ~
number and types of nuclear weapons being retired and dismantled. Finally, DOE should
make available total inventories of nuclear weapons materials contained within the
arsenal. stockpiled or otherwise available for use in nuclear weapons. and contained in
various materials such as scrap. oxide. and residue.

Congress sbould review applicable laws and make the changes necessary to allow
for open debate of the need for continued plutonium processing. Wtthout such a debate.
it is impossible to weigh the risks of plutonium operations against national security
considerations or to make fully informed decisions regarding the future size and
capabilities of the nuclear weapons complex. FW1her. as outlined below. the release of
such information is essential to th~ success of international controls on nuclear weapons
materials. .

2) Con&ms and DQE shogld reevaluate current classlfJeation policies in li&bt of the
sierJifjpmt alobal man. atfectiDI national securitY. DOE's labelling of documents as
containing "Classified" or "Unclassified Controlled Nuclear Information" often severely
limits the public'S ability to understand operations throughout the nuclear weapons
complex. The need to revise classification policies has been recognized for several years.
Under the 'Reagan Administrati~ the President's Blue Ribbon Task Group on Nuclear
Weapons Program Management concluded that: .

One of the national security responsibilities of OOE leadership is to make available
sufficient information to allow informed public debate on nuclear weapon issues. The
Task Group urges that DOE review its classification proadures to ensure that aitcria



Under the CWTeIltsystem, essentially all information on activities in the nuclear
weapons complex is "born classified" and remains so until DOE affirmatively
declassifies it Rather than documents being "born classified," DOE should have to
demonstrate that information contained within the documents meets specific criteria for
restricted information before the material is withheld from the pUblic. These criteria
might be designed to protect information such as design drawings which would allow
terrorists to gain access to critical facilities or to steal nuclear materials, as well as
specific information on warhead designs. However, any exceptions should be as narrow
as possible so as not to unduly hamper the public's access to information.

Additionally, DOE's Unclassified Controlled Nuclear Information (UCNI) category
of controlled information should be eliminated. UCNI provisions allow DOE to restrict
access to all sorts of nuclear information which is not in itself classified. The use of
UCNI has resulted in excessive, unnecessary restrictions of information including
environmental monitoring data, hazardous waste permit applications, and safety reports.
DOE's use of this information control should be eliminated and replaced with the
criteria-based approach described above.

Congress should direct and review changes made to classification policies, with
DOE providing its full support and cooperation. Prior to their implementation, new
classification policies should undergo public SCIUtinyand be revised as appropriate in
response to public comments. Finally. Congress should make statutory changes as
necessary to further the goal of increased public .access to information.

3) DOE should release all documents related to environmental. Safety. and health issues
associated with o.perations throupout the nuclear weapons complex. Restricted access to
information about existing and potential environmental, safety, and heal1h impacts of
DOE's operations should be eliminated. D~ents describing safety issues at DOE
facilities are essential to an understanding of the risks associated with operations.
Further, the pUblic deserv:es a full accounting of radioactive ~d hazardous chemical
releases from DOE facilities. .

DOE should devote the necessary resources to a full revie~ __~f documents in its
possession, as well as those in the possession of its contractors. These docuinents should
th~ ~ made available to 'the pUblic and independent researchers. As changes are made
to·DOE's classification system, deleted versions of documents should be reviewed again

._to deterniine if the deleted information is still considered restricted.
.' - . . '. .

4) DoE shogJd ptOyi4e ofticient ttsow;pes to allow,tor the timely release of information.
. Each of DOE's field offices,. and-PCB beadqilarters itself,.handles hundreds of

infonnation requests every year.: As ib,e.public becomes more aware of activities within
the nuclear weapons complex, the number of such requests will increase. Currently. only .

17.$ "Report of the PJesident's Blue Ribbon Task Group OD Nuclear Weapons Program Management," July 1985.
p.13.



a handful of staff, operating with limited resources, are available at each site to fill these
requests. Delays of montbs, or even years, are not uncommon; in fact, such delays are
the nonn. DOE should increase the number of staff available to handle information
requests from the public, including the number of staff authorized to review restricted
information for release, and ensure that these individuals have sufficient resources to
carry out their responsibilities in a timely mann~.

En~ Department officiaJs have suggested that surplus plutonium be stockpiled for
possible en~gy production or for weapons to potentially provide some retmn on the billions
of dollars invested in plutonium production. AB described in chapter one, DOE views as
valuable the thousands of pounds of plutonium contained in warheads being retired from the
U.S. nuclear arseoal. Additionally, DOE is preparing a policy on Plutonium Discard Limits,
and it appears, that the Department intends to continue re£Overy operations to add to the
plutonium stockpile.

The principal option that could potentially provide a return on the nation's ~vestmentin
plutonium is using plutonium- in comm~ reactor fuel Howev~, this option faces
si8nmcant environmental and political hurdles ..Moreover, the .economic v~ of using

. plutonium in comm~ fuel is uncertain, at best Before the energy potential of plutonium is
used to justify future plutonimn processing, there should first be a clear policy established
regarding the commercial use of plutonium.

Before such a policy is developed, substantially more information should be made
available on the quantity of plutonium in DOE's possession, the economic, safety, and
environmental implications of using plutonium in commercial reactors, and the arms control
and proliferation considerations associated with this proposal. FW1h~, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has suggested that developing such a policy will require new roles for the
safeguarding of nuclear materials at commercial facilities and a "comprehensive"
Environmental Impact Statem~t. 1115 Such an BlS should examine the use of plutonimn in
reactor fuel and the complete range of options available for the management of plutonium and
plutonium-bearing materials. Alternatives which involve solely the storage and eventual direct

. disposal of plutonium as waste should be fully considered in the EIS.
The second argument for stockpiling plutonium is its potential use in future weapons

production. HoweVer, the need to stockpile plutonium for this purpose is unclear. Before
becoming the basis for continuing operations, there should be a national debate on the role of
a weapon-grade plutonium stockpile in light of ongoing international developments. This issue
is further addressed below under the heading Resuming Production.

Absent a national policy requiring its use, plutonium should be considered a liability.
Existing plutonium inventories require extensive safeguards. monitoring, and oth~ controls.

1711 James M. Tayl<X'(NRC Ex. Dir .• Operalioos). -Disposilioo of tbe Wcapom Grade Nuclear Material frtm
I)ecommjssiooed Nudeat Weapcg: memo to NRC Camnissioom. February 25. 1992, SECY -92-064. pp. 4-5.



Maintaining these controls for extended periods will be very costly. Ultimately plans would
need to be developed for plutonium's permanent disposal

Pending a determination about whether plutonium is an asset or a liability, plutonium
and plutonium-bearing materials can be safely secured, stored. and monitored if necessary
controls are in place. The storage regime should provide for compliance with existing and
future international verification agreements, containment of the plutonium itself (with
emphasis on preventing releases to the environment as well as theft of the material), control
of oxidation, and independent oversight

If the nation ultimately decides to proceed with a policy of stockpiling plutonium for <

potential use, then related operations should be funded through DOE's defense programs
and/or nuclear energy program budgets - not through the Department's Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management account Scarce environmental funds should only be used
for plutonium operations after a decision is made to permanently dispose of the plutonium or
plutonium-bearing materials as waste.

Future operations at DOE's plutonium processing facilities should be principally driven
by environmental, safety, and economic considerations. As described in chapter two. there are

• more than 100 categories and sub-categories of plutonium-bearing materials, including: scrap
plutoni~ 1aboratory equipment, filters •.glovebox gloves. impure oxides. spent salts. and
liquid processing residues. The <luantlty of plutonium contained in these materials ranges from
very slight to a few kilOgrams. Different types of material pose differing degrees of risk and
difficulty in handling. and for some materials there is no established recovery process.
Management practices s~ould be tailored to the nature of the particular scrap, oxide, or
residue.

DOE should prepare Environmental Impacts Statements and other reviews before
making decisions about the management of plutonium-bearing materials. Additionally. the
Department. should publish any proposed guidance establishing Plutonium D~ Limits for
formal rule making. Further steps should also· be 1aken to facilitate the development of a
sound process for the responsible management of scrap; oxide, and residue. as well as tbe
future operation and the decontamination and d~sioning of phrtonium process~g
facilities.

1) DOE should assesS and cbaracterize plutonimn-bearina materials (scrap. oxide. and
residue) tbrouahout the nuclear weapons complex and release an unclassified teport on
its current and projected inyentol)'. While such an assessment bas apparently begun at·
some DOE sites. currently it is neither comprehensive nor publicly available. A full
inventory of plutonium-bearing materials (iDcluding a listing of uncertain and unknown
quantities of materials) should provide the basis for identifying appropriate mauagement
altematives. as well as increasing the public's mderstanding of the rationale for future
activities. One additional goal of such an assessment should be to identify existing and
potential environmental, safety, and health problems associated with the materials in



2) An advisory committee should prepare an analYsis of options for the manaaement of
piutonimn-bearina materials. A committee of representatives from feden!, state, and
tribal governments, womers at DOE facilities, and industry and public interest groups
should develop a series of recommendations for the management of plutonium-bearing
materials. The recommendations should be tailored to the nature of the full spectrum of
scrap, oxide, and residue fonns and should consider the life cycle costs of various
management options. The committee should explore techniques for stabilizing and
containing materials, recovering plutonium. and developing policies for the long-term
disposition of plutonium. Particu1ar attention should be given to the handling of wastes
which would be generated as a by-product of proposed options.

Recognizing that several advisory committees are being established and proposed
to help address issues within the nuclear weapons complex, it may be possible that these
responsibilities be given to an existing committee. Alternatively, if a new advisory
committee is established for these purposes, then perhaps the committee might also take
on other responsibilities. Regardless, appropriate technical and other resources should be ..
provided to the advisory committee, and. while DOE shouldpatticipate in.this process~

. the Department should not exercise any control over the conduct of the committee's
worlc or the nature of the recommendations.

As explained in chapter one. many of the CUlreD.tinitiatives to reduce the size of the
nuclear arsenal are unilateral and Jack verification requirements. 1bis bas raised numerous
concerns about the proliferation of nuclear weapons or nuclear materials from the former
Soviet Union and about the ability to pursue deeper cuts in the world's nuclear arsenals. As
some observers .have commented: 0 •

il

...if the ~gan-Bush administrations had heeded the congressional call., beginning in 1983,
for a verified fissile mdaial production cutoff followed by v~tied warhead
dismantlen:mt and demilitarization of the mmved fissile IDltaials under international
saf~ [then t]oo.y there would be hundreds of U.S. and intc:mational inspectors all
over the ~blica of the· [f01'lDl% Soviet Union]; Soviet plutonium production .reactors .
would be shut down; tritium production reaCtors would be closed: or under bilateral
safeguards; tissUe materlal cotq)Ollalts of weapons retired without repl8cetimt would be
stored undeI' bilateral safeguards~ and all civil reactors, nuclear fuel cycle facilities, and
civil ~ of fissile material would be uncia' intemational safeguards.177

Despite the delay. dle U.S. could still undea1ake several steps to msure dle verification
of dismantlement and storage activities. If supported by the U.S., it appears that officials of



1) The U,S. should initiate a data exchanae, includina the total number of warl1eads of
each type, the serial Dumbers and locatioDSof warheads. and the total inyentoty by
weight of plutonium and bi&hb'-enriched uranium metal in and outside of warheads,

2) The U,S. should initiate k&buical discussions with former Soviet officials on verifICation
of the warhead dismantlement process itself. jncludine procedures for talP1& aU
warheads or their sealed containers. 171

3) The U,S. should fonnaUy declare a moratorium on the production of nuclear weapons
materials and pursue the establishment of a verified. permanent aareement MournS the
production of fISsile materials for weapons worldwide.

Substantial concerns about the safety of DOE facilities have been raised in many years.
Several steps can be taken to improve conditioDSthro~out the nuclear weapons complex.

1) DOE should deVelop an effective safety polic.y. The inadequacies of DOE's current
safety policy were emphasized by the Department's Advisory Committee on Nuclear
Facility Safety in its Nov~ 1991 fmal report:

The DOE poliCy substimtes "continuous iIq)I'Ovement" for measurable standards,
pays little attention to the largely chemical nature of the risk at some Department
facilities, neglects the major risk to the worXCI'S,and treats the inevitable conflict
between the DepartIIEnt's safety and production responsibilities by sin::ply asserting
that they are "co~b)e." That is inadeqvate guidance for those who ImSt, in the
end, make practical day-to-day decisions ....lbe alternative to a aaningful safety
policy is confusion, public opposition; disarray in the establislmalt of safety
regulations, inconsistency am>ng' organizations" undisciplined regulation, and, .
1" 1 di J79U tlmllte y, sasttll', . '. . .

The Advisory Committee did not recommend suspending operations until a
meaningful safety policy could be developed. However, in light of the dtamatially
reduced need for nuclear weapons materials, this alternative should be given serious
consideration. At a minimum, all unnecessary and deferrable operations should be
suspended pending the development of a meaningful safety policy. Without such a
policy in place, there is not an adequate basis for assessing the risk of operations and
ensuring adequate protection for womers, the pUblic, and the environment

171 Ibid. p. iii.
17P • ACNPS FiDal Report: p. S.



2) DOE should gpdate its Safety Analysjs RqK>rts. Safety Analysis Reports assess the risks
of opezating facilities and provide the basis for establishing operating requirements to
ensure safety. Many of the Safety Analysis Reports for DOE facilities are outdated. do
not comply with CUlTeI1t requirements for such reports, and fail to consider factors
associated with minimal operation of facilities or maintenaDce of facilities in a non-
operating ("standby" or "shutdown") mode.

As plutonium requirements change, the mission of many DOE facilities is also
changing. Safety considerations for a shutdown plant, with its smaller staff, are not
necessarily the same as for one in full production. H precautions are not taken,
corrosion, leaks, and other potentially dangerous events can occur even if a plant is not
operating. Requirements of monitoring and safety systems may be different if personnel
are not routinely operating plant systems. Additionally. detection ~d response times
may be longer in a shutdown plant because of reduced staffing levels.

DOE's Office of Nuclear Safety has recognized the need for Safety Analysis
Reports and their associated requirements to consider all faciIit:yopezating modes,
including standby and shutdown. The Office of Nuclear Safety recommended that these
reports "explicitly consider the need to maintain opetiWi}.ity of esSential equipmen~ .
aging effects. and activities necessary to decontanlinate anddeco~sion" facilities.110·

Given the-magnitude of cmmges taking place throughout the nudeat: weapons Complex,
it is reasonable to expect that these issues should be addressed before DOE makes
decisions about upgrades and long-term operations at its plutonium processing facilities.

3) DOE should involVe the public in accelerated pJaUllina for lhe safe shut down of its
facilities. 'The Energy Department has only begun developing plans for the shut down
and eventual decontnnination and decommissioning of its prOduction facilities. Such -
plans are essential to the successful retirement of these facilities and will establish the
basis for much of the long-term risk associated with the nuclear weapons complex.

Development of these plans should be accelerated and conducted openly, with
ample opportunity for public involvement In particular, citizens living in communities
affected by DOE operations should be encouraged to become involved in this long-term .
planning. SueJ1 involvement might be facilitated through the use of site-specific advisory
boards, as has been recommended to oversee cleanup operations. 1.1

.4) DOE should allow fdl' inde.pendent licensina of new pmdnetinn facilities. Many of the
safety problems curRIltly plaguing the nuclear weapons complex have been attributed to
the lack of independent oversight and violation of critical environmental laws and
regulations. In 0I'dm to best ensure the safety of any new production facilities, they
should be subject to independent licensing by the NUclear ReguIato1y Commission.

110 Office of Nuclear Safety, Report of an Inwstigation into Deterioration oflM Plutonirmt Fuel Form
FtzbriCllliOl1 FDCility (PuFF) tIl 1M SavontuIh Riwr Siu (Washington, DC: DOE. October 1991), p. 3.
•1. U.S. CODgJell&,Office of TecbDology AsaeSSIIat. Complex Cleanup: 1M Envi,.Oft11IDIIQl LegDC)' of Nudeor

WtfIl/JOM ProducliOl1 (WasbiDgtoD. DC: U.S. Go¥en:aneot PriDl:ing Office. PebnJary 1991). pp. 139-41.



Reducing the number of nuclear weapons in the arsenal wi1hout producing new weapons
would substantially minimize the costs and consequences of operations throughout the nuclear
weapons complex. This approach would allow DOE to concentrate scarce resources on
cleanup activities, including the decontamination and decommissioning of production
facilities.

If new weapons are to be produced, then DOE should promote maximum. reliance on the
reuse of intact warheads, plutonium pits, and other components. As described in chapter one,
completed and ongoing research suggests that new options may be available if it is decided to
resume production. The feasibility of available options should be fully and openly evaluated
prior to any decision regarding the upgrade of existing production facilities or the construction
of new facilities.

Additionally, Congress and the American pUblic should openly debate the role of a
nuclear arsenal in light of the dramatic global changes that have occurred. Consideration of a
full range of possible stockpile sizes - from zero to a few hundred, to a few or several
thousand warheads - should precede decisions about the future of plutonium operations and
the entire nuclear weapons complex.


